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Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series
A.P. Bio
Sweet Low Road
April 25, 2019
When budget cuts threaten to gut Whitlock and put his job in jeopardy, Jack recruits Mary, Stef, and
Michelle to take down the Superintendent. Durbin plans an appeal to the heart, while the students plan
an appeal to the soul.
A.P. Bio
Wednesday Morning, 8AM
March 21, 2019
In the hectic thirty minutes that start every day at Whitlock, Jack tries to retrieve his massage chair
from Whitlock's intriguing payroll accountant, Lynette. Durbin and Helen prepare for the morning
announcements, Michelle gives a eulogy, and Mary and Stef fix an art emergency.
Abby's
Pilot
March 28, 2019
Abby's unlicensed backyard bar hits a major snag when new landlord Bill, who recently inherited the
house from his deceased aunt, shows up and proposes major changes.
Abby's
Rule Change
April 04, 2019
Abby and Bill clash when he proposes a change to one of the coveted bar rules. Facing an impasse, the
two appeal to the bar regulars to help settle their dispute.
After Life
Episode 1
March 08, 2019
Tony's cantankerous funk -- which he calls a superpower -- is taking a toll on his co-workers. Meanwhile,
a new writer starts at The Tambury Gazette.
Alexa & Katie
The Ghost Of Cancer Past
December 26, 2018
Alexa's working overtime to keep Christmas on track. But finding her old hospital bag stirs up memories
that throw her off her holiday game.

American Housewife
Body Image
October 31, 2018
After the previous "Fattest Housewife in Westport" gets plastic surgery, Chloe Brown Mueller publicity
makes fun of Katie's weight now that she's inherited that title. In relation, Katie enlists Doris and Angela
to track down Chloe's pre-plastic surgery yearbook photo and give her a taste of her own medicine.
American Housewife
A Mom's Parade
May 21, 2019
In this musical episode Katie Otto, exhausted from juggling the Westport Founder's Day Fair and her
mom duties, just wants a simple "thank you" from her family. Encouraged by Doris and Angela (and
some singing and dancing), Katie decides to go "Full Westport", leaving the kids to fend for themselves.
American Vandal
The Dump
September 14, 2018
Who is the Turd Burglar, and why did they do it? Are Peter and Sam still chasing the truth, or has it
been right under their nose the whole time?
Arrested Development
The Fallout
March 15, 2019
As the Bluths come together to unveil a wall, they once again discover that they deserve nothing more
than to be saddled with each other forever.
Atypical
Ernest Shackleton's Rules For Survival
September 07, 2018
Cruel yearbook comments show Sam who’s got his back, a favor he repays at graduation. Feelings for
Izzie confuse Casey. Elsa asks Doug a key question.
Ballers
The Devil You Know
September 30, 2018
Spencer takes a big risk with the potential to blow the deal. After a heart-to-heart with Ricky, Charles
spells out his vision for the team. Joe and Reggie enlist Vernon and Terrell "Sizzle" Suggs, to persuade
Illegal Civilization.
Ballers
There's No Place Like Home, Baby
October 07, 2018
Season finale. Spencer takes his fight to the next level. Ricky jeopardizes his comeback.

Barry
ronny/lily
April 28, 2019
Barry goes to the home of Loach's desired target, Ronny Proxin, but his plans go awry when Ronny turns
out to be a very formidable opponent. They go even further awry when Ronny's daughter, Lily, arrives
home.
Best. Worst. Weekend. Ever.
Issue 7
October 19, 2018
While Argo deals with the fallout from the crash, Treece and Zed accidentally stumble into a LARPing
event, and Hallie reveals a hidden talent.
Better Things
Shake The Cocktail
May 16, 2019
Sam searches and takes a breath.
The Big Bang Theory
The Stockholm Syndrome
May 16, 2019
Bernadette and Wolowitz leave their kids for the first time, Penny and Leonard try to keep a secret,
Sheldon and Amy stick together, and Koothrappali makes a new friend as the gang travels together into
an uncharted future.
Big Mouth
My Furry Valentine
October 05, 2018
Sappy cards. Stupid clichés. And so much pressure. For Andrew, Nick, Jessi and friends, Valentine's Day
is a total freaking minefield.
The Bisexual
Episode 5
November 16, 2018
2005. London. A younger, Lily-Allen loving, Leila is studying abroad. A younger, rounder, Gabe (Leila’s
present-day housemate) is trying to get his debut novel published. Gabe falls in love for the first time
while Leila meets her future partner, Sadie. Both go on life-altering journeys neither could have
predicted.
Black Monday
122
March 03, 2019
At Blair and Tiff's engagement party, Mo's feelings for Dawn begin to cloud his judgment. Wayne and
Yassir get into serious trouble, while Keith takes a big step.

Black Monday
365
January 20, 2019
Wide-eyed Blair is thrust into the insane world of ’80s Wall Street. Mo enacts his master plan to take
over the Georgina Jeans Company. Series Premiere
Black Monday
7042
March 17, 2019
We get a glimpse into Mo’s past, while Blair and Dawn pursue some necessary detective work.
black-ish
Black Like Us
January 15, 2019
Dre and Bow are furious after Diane isn't properly lit in her class photo. Diane doesn't want to make it a
big deal, but they decide to talk to the principal about the need for sensitivity toward all complexions.
Meanwhile, Junior claims there is colorism within his own family.
Bless This Mess
Pilot
April 16, 2019
Bless This Mess, a newlywed couples' plan to ditch the big city living for a simpler life in Nebraska
doesn’t go as expected.
Bob's Burgers
Bed, Bob, And Beyond
February 10, 2019
When Bob and Linda get into a fight on Valentine's Day, it's up to the kids to save the day by inventing
a rom-com that will bring them back together.
Bob's Burgers
Better Off Sled
December 09, 2018
After a big winter storm the Belcher kids are excited to sled, but Logan and his friends are having a
snow ball fight on the only good sledding hill. A snow-turf war begins. Meanwhile, Linda wants to knit
scarves for the kids for Christmas, despite being really terrible at kitting.
Bob's Burgers
Bobby Driver
November 11, 2018
Edith goes on a vindictive spree against her quilting circle and Bob gets dragged along as her driver.
Meanwhile Louise, Tina and Gene are stuck at an awful birthday party for a kid who may or may not be
awful himself.

Bob's Burgers
The Fresh Princ-ipal
March 03, 2019
Louise earns the privilege of becoming "Principal for a Day", but she discovers the role isn't everything
she hoped it would be. Meanwhile, Bob loses his ability to flip a burger, and Linda and Teddy step in to
try to get him out of his own head
Bob's Burgers
The Gene Mile
April 28, 2019
When the kids are forced to run the mandatory mile at school, they can't resist the temptation to make
a detour to the local ice cream shop.
Bob's Burgers
The Helen Hunt
January 13, 2019
The Belchers help Teddy search an apartment building for a tiny, valuable figurine, hoping to bring
Teddy and Helen together.
Bob's Burgers
I Bob Your Pardon
November 18, 2018
The Belchers attend the town's first turkey pardoning only to discover turkey corruption is afoot.
Bob's Burgers
If You Love It So Much, Why Don't You Marionette?
March 24, 2019
The kids visit a marionette theater for a school field trip and Louise gets on the theater owner's bad
side. Meanwhile, Bob takes pity on a flyer guy who's handing out flyers in front of the restaurant.
Bob's Burgers
Roller? I Hardly Know Her!
March 24, 2019
When Alex teams with Courtney in a pairs roller skating competition, Gene and Alex’s friendship is
tested. Meanwhile, Bob, Linda and Teddy try to figure out what’s going on with a woman lurking outside
of the restaurant.
Bob's Burgers
What About Blob?
March 17, 2019
Gene convinces Tina and Louise to help him save a misunderstood plankton blob from being destroyed
by a yacht club.

Bob's Burgers
Yes, Without My Zeke
May 12, 2019
The Belcher kids hatch a plan to try and help Zeke from getting sent to a disciplinary school.
BoJack Horseman
Free Churro
September 14, 2018
BoJack delivers a eulogy at a funeral.
Boomerang
Us Too
April 02, 2019
The #MeToo movement strikes home when allegations surface against Marcus Graham, closing The
Graham Agency for good. In the aftermath, the squad comfort Simone and in turn, each other.
Broad City
Broad City
March 28, 2019
The broads say goodbye.
Brockmire
Disabled List
May 15, 2019
Brockmire deals with sobriety-induced impotence and Matt's declining health. Brockmire’s sponsor
reminds him that he needs to find a higher power if he wants the AA program to rid him of his anxiety.
Brockmire
Opening Day
May 22, 2019
As Brockmire and Gabby finally get a chance to call their first regular season MLB game for Oakland,
they are confronted with unexpected protestors who are disciples of bigot Art Newlie.
Brooklyn Nine-Nine
He Said, She Said
February 28, 2019
Jake and Amy investigate a difficult "he said, she said" case. Holt becomes suspicious after learning his
lifelong arch nemesis died in a prison transport accident.
Brooklyn Nine-Nine
Suicide Squad
May 16, 2019
Desperate circumstances call for desperate measures, as Jake, Holt, Amy, Terry, Rosa and Charles must
ally themselves with old enemies.

Camping
Birthday Party
November 25, 2018 - December 02, 2018
In this 2-part Finale: With Walt's birthday party on the verge of collapse, Kathryn takes Jandice up on
her wild suggestion. In the midst of revelry, Nina-Joy’s confronted by her past and decides her future
with George. Carleen laments growing older. Miguel has an awkward sexual encounter; unexpected
changes abound.
Camping
Carleen?!
November 18, 2018
When Carleen goes missing, Kathryn's hunt for her sister finds her partnered with an eager Jandice,
who wants to start fresh. Meanwhile, Walt tries on the role of unofficial deputy park ranger after coming
to Harry for help.
Camping
Fishing Trip
October 28, 2018
On the guy’s fishing trip, Walt opens up about his dead in the water sex life. Jandice encourages Carleen
to loosen up and embrace her female strength. Kathryn's attempt to mend things with Nina-Joy is
overshadowed by a big announcement. Miguel and Jandice's first misunderstanding gets serious fast.
Camping
Just Plain Mad
November 11, 2018
With her plans turned upside down, Kathryn decides to cede control during a trip to the grocery store.
There, Carleen starts to unravel, while a fed-up Sol vents. Nina-Joy and George explore the state of their
relationship. Miguel tries to get back on Jandice's good side but pays a price.
Camping
Up All Night
November 04, 2018
A late-night pill swap leads a buzzed Kathryn to crash a neighboring campsite, where she runs into
Nina-Joy, Carleen and some chic old friends. Unsettled by a revelation from Miguel, Jandice ends up
sharing a beer with a forbidden friend.
Casual
Finale
July 31, 2018
Alex and Valerie grapple with an unexpected death in the family and put big life decisions on hold to go
on a double date. Laura finds clarity in her love life.
Catastrophe
Episode 6
March 15, 2019
A family holiday to the States leaves Rob and Sharon with a big decision to make.

Cobra Kai
All In
April 24, 2019
Daniel struggles to help a new student learn. Miguel makes a new connection, while Johnny tries to
repair a relationship. Tensions between the two dojos build to a breaking point.
The Conners
Keep On Truckin'
October 16, 2018
A sudden turn of events forces the Conners to face the daily struggles of life in Lanford in a way they
never have before.
Corporate
Natural Beauty
February 05, 2019
Jake tries to market makeup to men. Grace coaches Kate on how to talk to their male coworkers after
John complains about her tone.
Crashing
MC, Middle, Headliner
February 10, 2019
Pete travels to New Jersey with Jason to do a weekend of shows at a big corporate comedy club and is
surprised to find his ex Ali staying at the comedy condo with them. Jason's misogynistic act and point of
view causes Pete to question his path in comedy.
Crashing
Mulaney
March 10, 2019
Season finale. Pete jumps at the opportunity of a lifetime to open for John Mulaney at Town Hall, but the
gig leaves him in an awkward situation.
Crashing
The Viewing Party
February 24, 2019
Pete and Kat attend a viewing party for Ali's late-night spot on Seth Meyers. Tensions mount as Ali is
nervous about how her set went and Kat becomes jealous of Pete's friendship with his ex.
Crazy Ex-Girlfriend
I'm In Love
April 05, 2019
In the series finale, Rebecca (Rachel Bloom) makes a life-changing decision about her future.

Dead To Me
I Can't Go Back
May 03, 2019
When Jen discovers that her late husband harbored a devastating secret, she enlists Judy's help in
tracking down more information.
Dead To Me
Pilot
May 03, 2019
Overwhelmed by grief and anger after her husband's sudden death, acerbic real estate agent Jen meets
tenderhearted Judy at a support group.
Detroiters
Farmer Zack
July 12, 2018
Sam re-records an old jingle he sang with his ex after it causes friction in his new relationship, and Tim
finds out that he isn’t well-liked on the internet.
Disenchantment
The Princess Of Darkness
August 17, 2018
Sorcerio declares that demonic possession is behind Bean's drunken exploits -- and things look dicey for
Luci when the king hires an eerie exorcist.
Easy
She's Back
May 10, 2019
When Sophie learns that her TV show was canceled, she has second thoughts about the ex she left
behind to pursue her acting dreams.
F Is For Family
Frank The Father
November 30, 2018
After bailing Kevin out, Frank tries a new parenting tactic. Meanwhile, Maureen's shot at TV fame hits a
snag, and Bill weighs a big decision.
F Is For Family
Mr. Murphy’s Wild Ride
November 30, 2018
As the guys start work on the baby's room, Chet takes Frank on an unforgettable outing to the Air Force
base. A jealous Phillip lashes out at Bill.

Family Guy
Island Adventure
March 31, 2019
After learning that Peter threw away his Big Wheel, Stewie travels with Brian to "Garbage Island" to
retrieve it. Meanwhile, Lois gives Quagmire tips on how to woo a middle-aged woman.
Fleabag
Episode 1
May 17, 2019
Fleabag celebrates Godmother and Dad’s engagement but old tensions soon surface.
Forever
Andre And Sarah
September 14, 2018
Two Riverside realtors forge a connection.
Friends From College
The Engagement Party
January 11, 2019
The gang is forced to put on their happy faces and reconnect at Max's swanky engagement party, where
"severe awkwardness" is everybody's plus-one.
Fuller House
Oh My Santa
December 14, 2018
When Max gets a case of the bah-humbugs -- and Tommy has a meltdown at the mall -- DJ does
everything she can to get them back in the Christmas spirit.
Future Man
Ultra-Max
January 11, 2019
Having messed with time travel one too many times, Josh, Tiger, and Wolf land in jail in the year 3491.
Facing a death sentence for their crimes, their loyalty to each other is tested by their cruel and unusual
jailer, Susan.
Get Shorty
Fifteen To Thirty Minutes (Depending On Weight)
September 02, 2018
After a bombshell revelation about Rick (Ray Romano), Miles (Chris O’Dowd) and Louis (Sean Bridgers)
visit an abandoned water treatment facility to figure out their next move. Back at the FBI, Agent Dillard
(Felicity Huffman) looks into a hunch.

GLOW
Nothing Shattered
June 29, 2018
After an injury on set, Sam and the wrestlers rush to the hospital and wait anxiously for news. A longsimmering feud finally boils over.
GLOW
Perverts Are People, Too
June 29, 2018
A request from the network puts the producers on edge, the wrestlers capitalize on their growing fan
base, and Ruth receives a surprising invitation.
The Goldbergs
The Wedding Singer
January 09, 2019
Beverly is in her element as she prepares for Barry and Lainey's wedding; Geoff worries about Adam's
shortcomings as a wedding videographer; Barry begins to have second thoughts.
The Good Place
Janet(s)
December 06, 2018
Janet takes all of the humans into her void, where they all look exactly like her. Michael visits the Head
Accountant (Stephen Merchant) and learns about the points system.
The Good Place
Pandemonium
January 24, 2019
The group welcomes the first new test subjects to the Neighborhood, but the inclusion of Simone in the
experiment leads Chidi to propose a drastic solution – erasing his memory.
Grace And Frankie
The Alternative
January 18, 2019
In the wake of their big fight, Grace and Frankie imagine what their lives would be like if they hadn't
lived together for the last three years.
Grace And Frankie
The Crosswalk
January 18, 2019
Grace and Brianna clash at work as Grace faces a tough day. With Joan-Margaret's help, Frankie fights
ageism. Peter's casting decision shocks Robert.

grown-ish
Face The World
March 06, 2019
Zoey faces the consequences other past academic actions and tries to stop Dre and Pops from coming
to the parents weekend.
grown-ish
Girls Like You
January 23, 2019
When Naomi's endless string of one night stands starts to throw off the apartment dynamic, Zoey and
Ana confront her. Aaron encourages Ana to let loose for a night and her friends all agreed to check off an
item from their bucket list.
grown-ish
Workin' Me
February 13, 2019
Zoey decides to give styling a try and offers to help the twins revamp their image. Knowing that sex
sells, Jazz wants to play up her sexuality, sparking a conversation about image and empowerment.
Happy!
Some Girls Need A Lot Of Repenting
April 10, 2019
A simple B&E, they said. Introducing the captivating Bebe DeBarge. A very Smoothie Easter Egg Hunt.
High Maintenance
Cruise
March 17, 2019
An acting teacher named Leonard contemplates a move back to New York. The Guy connects with old
high-school friends Sarah and Brian, who are visiting the city under difficult circumstances.
High Maintenance
M.A.S.H.
January 20, 2019
Season Premiere. While spending time in his RV and away from the city, The Guy gets some upsetting
news but makes an intriguing new connection. Cori tries to adjust to a new reality without her friend.
Huge In France
Épisode Trois
April 12, 2019
With Luke's big Sunglass Hut shoot approaching, Gad and Brian hatch a devious scheme to take Jason
out of circulation for the day.

I’m Sorry
Sophie's Choice
February 27, 2019
Andrea tries to get her friend Jennifer to open up about her divorce, and Andrea and Mike explore new
territory in their relationship.
Insatiable
Pilot
August 10, 2018
Bullied teenager Patty goes to court to defend her fight with a homeless man. Defense attorney Bob
sees a chance to redeem himself by helping her.
Insatiable
Why Bad Things Happen
August 10, 2018
Nonnie and Brick search for Patty when she goes missing. Bob is faced with a seemingly impossible
decision. Regina gives Christian advice.
Insecure
High-Like
September 09, 2018
The girls take a weekend trip to celebrate Tiffany. Molly has trouble leaving her obsession with work
behind.
Insecure
Obsessed-Like
September 23, 2018
Issa tries to concentrate on her business plan, but is driven to distraction. Molly steps out of her
comfort zone in her love life.
It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia
Mac Finds His Pride
November 07, 2018
Frank tries to recruit Mac for the gang’s kickass float for the Gay Pride Parade. It dawns on Frank that
Mac will never be secure with his sexual identity unless he comes out to his father.
It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia
Time’s Up For The Gang
September 26, 2018
Paddy’s has been put on a list of bars that are sexually hostile to women, and the gang must attend a
sexual harassment seminar to get off the list.

Jane The Virgin
Chapter Eighty-Seven
May 01, 2019
Jane discovers Rafael is "taking drugs," while her and Michael uncover clues about what happened the
day he "died." Petra desperately wants to fit with JR's lesbian friends. Xo and Rogelio work together to
get their sex life back on track, while Alba and Jorge are visited by immigration officers.
Jane The Virgin
Chapter Eighty-Two
March 27, 2019
Jane makes a shocking discovery and looks to Rafael for answers but is confused by his decision to put
everything he and Jane have on hold. Meanwhile, Petra is trying to secure a future with the hope of it
being with JR, but her past might jeopardize everything.
Kidding
Bye, Mom
September 30, 2018
Jeff deals with a one-night stand. Seb attempts to entice Deirdre to help launch Pickles on Ice, while
Deirdre’s marriage continues to implode. Jill learns that Jeff has been sending money to the individual
responsible for their son’s fatal accident behind her back and confronts him.
Kidding
Green Means Go
September 09, 2018
Jeff Pickles decides it’s time to talk about death on Mr. Pickles’ Puppet Time. His executive producer,
Seb, warns him that Mr. Pickles the persona and Jeff Pickles the person need to remain separate – and
that the latter can’t change. Deirdre punishes her daughter for not eating her veggies.
Kidding
Kintsugi
October 21, 2018
Jeff starts to speak more honestly on Puppet Time as Seb panics that Jeff will soon have to appear on
live television. Deirdre and Scott get a visitor from Japan – Mr. Pickles-San. The Pickles have
Thanksgiving as a family, where Vivian makes a shocking announcement.
The Kids Are Alright
9 Birthdays
February 26, 2019
Peggy's talent for reusing wax from old birthday candles to create new ones lures her into exploring a
new identity. Her newfound candle-making work takes up time, prompting Mike to get angry about her
priorities. Timmy's determined to get tickets for a birthday taping of "Boxcar Billy's Hobo Jamboree."

The Kids Are Alright
Behind The Counter
November 27, 2018
Mike concludes that Eddie is sexually active and takes it upon himself to give him advice. Peggy
disagrees with Mike and they argue over interfering with their children's lives. Joey and Timmy attempt
to disrupt Frank's plan to do free yard work so that they can be paid.
The Kids Are Alright
Happy Cecil
February 19, 2019
The Cleary's are stunned when Father Dunne reveals he has a girlfriend and is leaving the priesthood.
They try to adjust to the new associate pastor - until Peggy gets an idea how to get Father Dunne back.
Frank loses the church keys and must find them before Joey does.
The Kids Are Alright
Little Cyst
December 04, 2018
Mike and Peggy think they might be expecting again but it turns out to be a cyst. This causes a debate
about having another child. The kids turn to spying on their parents because they're acting strange and
because Pat overhears that they're going to have a little sister.
The Kids Are Alright
Low Expectations
March 26, 2019
Timmy enters a contest for "The Partridge Family" and takes matters into his own hands when he
doesn't hear back. Peggy decided to take her driving test, but it doesn't go well. She tries several
shortcuts to become a legal driver and drags her kids into her web of deceit.
The Kids Are Alright
Mailbox
January 22, 2019
Wendi breaks up with Eddie over a disagreement about their future.Mike struggles to address Eddie's
heartbreak whereas Peggy contemplates ending her friendship with Wendi. Joey convinces Frank to
send Wendi a love letter, which Frank instantly regrets and only finds more trouble when he asks for
help retrieving it.
The Kids Are Alright
Mass For Shut-Ins
April 16, 2019
Peggy manipulates William into joining the church choir to keep him engaged in Catholicism. When
Timmy learns that the choir will perform on television, however, he seizes an opportunity to hog the
spotlight. Eddie and Joey are determined to get ahold of Led Zeppelin tickets, but keep missing their
chance.

The Kids Are Alright
Pilot
October 16, 2018
Lawrence returns home from the seminary and breaks the news to his family that he’s dropping out for
good. Meanwhile, Timmy decides he wants to audition for a children’s theatre production and Peggy
forbids him from participating. Elsewhere, Eddie tries to keep his girlfriend a secret after Frank finds
out.
The Kids Are Alright
Timmy's New Hobby
April 23, 2019
Peggy discovers that Timmy has a newfound and inappropriate hobby and urges Mike to talk to him. An
uncomfortable Mike attempt to have a conversation with Timmy about the topic but fails and must
enlist Lawrence's help in the matter. Elsewhere, Frank's determined to finally catch Joey in a lie.
The Kids Are Alright
Timmy's Poem
October 23, 2018
Timmy enters a poetry contest to win the money to repair his ventriloquist dummy. He decides to
plagiarize a poem and soon realizes he's not the only one who copied it. Mike and Lawrence continue to
butt heads when Lawrence complains there are no fresh vegetables in the family diet.
The Kids Are Alright
Valentine's Day
February 12, 2019
Peggy tries to trick Timmy to take care of personal hygiene. Mike fears that her meddling results in his
adolescent insecurities. At school he receives a Valentine's card from a secret admirer and is unnerved
by this mystery suitor. Eddie reports a recurring incident to Wendi's boss but it backfires.
The Kids Are Alright
Vietnam
February 05, 2019
The Cleary's feel conflicted when Lawrence and Eddie are drafted in the Vietnam War. Although Eddie
and Lawrence try to avoid going, they come to terms with their fate. Mike maintains a proud facade, but
Peggy takes matters into their own hands to derail Lawrence and Eddie's decisions to serve.
The Kids Are Alright
Whales
May 14, 2019
Upon learning that church donations are down, Peggy grows concerned that the nursing home where
she is secretly housing a relative will close. Mike and Peggy disagree with Father Abdi about how to
raise funds and ask Cecil for help. Joey pet sits Davey's snake and allows it to escape.

The Kominsky Method
Chapter 2: An Agent Grieves
November 16, 2018
Sandy helps Norman organize an event with complicated arrangements and invites Lisa on an unusual
date. Norman is a hit with Sandy's class.
Loudermilk
Don't Go Away Mad (Just Go Away)
December 18, 2018
A funeral is attended.
Lunatics
Episode 1
April 19, 2019
Meet a fashion wannabe, a 7-foot-3 college girl, an obnoxious child heir, a pet psychic to the stars, a
former porn star and a cocky real estate agent.
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
Midnight At The Concord
December 05, 2018
Summer season at Steiner Mountain Resort continues as Moishe and Shirley join the group, disturbing
Abe's peace. Susie tries to ward off a new friend while keeping a low profile at the resort. Midge jumps
at the opportunity to redeem herself at B. Altman.
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
Vote For Kennedy, Vote For Kennedy
December 05, 2018
Susie lands Midge her first gig on television, but their victory is short-lived when they realize Midge is
being punished for her past. Abe is increasingly unhappy in his dream job at Bell Labs while Joel
continues to drown in work during late nights at Maisel & Roth.
Modern Family
Can't Elope
April 10, 2019
When Haley announces she will elope with Dylan, Phil and Claire get her to have a small family wedding
at home. Devolving to a three family circus, Mitch and Cam try to catch a musical while Jay woos a
social media influencer into investing in his new business: dog beds.
Modern Family
A Year Of Birthdays
May 08, 2019
Over the course of a year, we see the highs and lows of all eleven family members’ birthdays,
culminating in the actual birth of Haley and Dylan’s new twins.

Modern Family
Yes-Woman
April 03, 2019
Claire inadvertently encourages Luke’s relationship with an older woman who Jay mistakenly thinks is
interested in swinging with him and Gloria. Phil embarrasses Alex at Caltech. Cameron has a meltdown
in a club after he breaks his and Mitch’s rule to never go out two nights in a row.
Mom
A Dark Closet And Therapy With Horses
March 07, 2019
Bonnie reluctantly consults a therapist (Rainn Wilson) for help with her ADD. Christy battles her urge to
gamble while helping out at the bar during March Madness.
Mom
Jell-O Shots And The Truth About Santa
November 15, 2018
Bonnie pushes Christy to mend her relationship with Violet. Adam prepares for the grand opening of his
bar.
Mr Inbetween
Captain Obvious
October 02, 2018
Anger mismanagement and no such thing as Jesus. If you can’t kill your own brother-in-law, who can?
Murphy Brown
#MurphyToo
October 11, 2018
A sexual harassment seminar brings up a bad memory for Murphy and prompts her to confront an old
college professor about his past misdeeds.
Murphy Brown
Fake News (Pilot)
September 27, 2018
As Murphy and the gang reunite to enter the cutthroat new world of cable news, Murphy discovers that
her son Avery's new show at the Wolf Network will be going head-to-head with hers.
Murphy Brown
The Girl Who Cried About Wolf
October 25, 2018
Paranoid her hot-button story on the opioid crisis might get scooped, Murphy tells Frank to stop dating
the anchor from the competing Wolf Network.

Murphy Brown
I (Don't) Heart Huckabee
October 04, 2018
After she's banned from the White House Press Room, Murphy sneaks in to ask Sarah Huckabee Sanders
"why she lies" and attempts to stage a press walk-out in protest.
Murphy Brown
A Lifetime Of Achievement
November 08, 2018
Murphy has to rethink the rest of her life when Jim Dial receives a Lifetime of Achievement Award.
Murphy Brown
Results May Vary
November 01, 2018
Murphy and Avery find themselves competing head-to-head as their rival networks cover the Midterm
elections.
Murphy Brown
Thanksgiving And Taking
November 22, 2018
When the culinary-challenged Murphy invites the gang for Thanksgiving dinner, including Miguel and his
undocumented parents, the holiday takes a turn when ICE shows up.
Murphy Brown
Three Shirts To The Wind
October 18, 2018
In the non-stop and competitive quest for cable ratings, Murphy must decide if it's ever okay to give a
platform to the voice of hatred and division?
The Neighborhood
Welcome To Fight Night
February 04, 2019
Calvin reluctantly invites Dave to join his guys' night at home with Malcolm and Marty, while Gemma
and Tina take their first girls' trip to Vegas and find themselves unexpectedly in the spotlight.
No Activity
The Duck Egg
November 22, 2018
No Activity celebrates the mundane in what should be a high stakes operation. Cullen and Tolbeck are
reunited with a figure from their past, Cullen realizes he doesn’t know his partner at all. Meanwhile,
Marco and Frankie open up to each other, and Janice finally unravels. J.K. Simmons guest stars.

No Good Nick
The Catfish
April 15, 2019
The Thompsons open their door to an orphaned teen who says she's family, never guessing she's got
ulterior motives. Now the con is on.
Now Apocalypse
This Is The Beginning Of The End
March 10, 2019
Ulysses Zane is struggling in the dating scene in LA. His best friend, Carly, is striving to become an
actress and secretly works as a cam girl on the side. Uly’s roommate, Ford, is an aspiring screenwriter
dating Severine, an astrobiological theorist. Ulysses is haunted by ominous nightmares.
On My Block
Chapter Eleven
March 29, 2019
On New Year’s Eve, Monse makes a promise that leaves Cesar at loose ends, Jamal keeps an eye on the
money, and Ruby’s brother returns with a surprise.
On My Block
Chapter Nineteen
March 29, 2019
With Cesar's options dwindling, he takes drastic measures, prompting his friends to put their own Hail
Mary plan into motion.
One Day At A Time
Drinking And Driving
February 08, 2019
After putting Alex in a difficult position, Schneider gets tough love from Penelope. Dr. B consults Lydia's
bouquet list for "non-iversary" gift ideas.
One Day At A Time
The First Time
February 08, 2019
Penelope finds out Elena and Syd secretly got a hotel room. A grounded Alex enlists Lydia to stand in
line to buy him the latest designer sneakers.
One Day At A Time
Outside
February 08, 2019
When Penelope discovers Alex's secret Instagram account, his crass posts spark an intense family
discussion about consent and harassment.

The Other Two
Chase Gets The Gays
February 14, 2019
Chase releases a beautiful, socially progressive music video that is very much about Cary, and Brooke
begins her new life as her little brother's personal assistant.
Our Cartoon President
Militarization
August 26, 2018
Our Cartoon President militarizes the government and launches a military parade with National Security
Advisor John Bolton's help while Sean Hannity reshapes his cable news network in his aggressive image.
Paradise PD
Christmas In Paradise
August 31, 2018
As Dusty scrambles to get Paradise ready for a visit from Santa, Kevin races to root out the traitor on
the force.
PEN15
Anna Ishii-Peters
February 08, 2019
Anna gets to sleep over at Maya’s house on a school night and can’t wait to become part of the IshiiPeters family. But things turn as Anna gets a little too comfortable.
Ramy
Between The Toes
April 19, 2019
You know why you’re so confused all the time? You don’t wash between your toes. It’s that simple.
Ramy
Strawberries
April 19, 2019
Everyone’s suspicious, man. Maybe your family was in on it, maybe not. Just lay low, and don’t draw
attention to yourself. It’ll all die down… maybe. Just don’t ask how these strawberries got here.
The Ranch
If I Could Just See You Now
December 07, 2018
Beau intervenes to keep Colt out of trouble. Abby and Colt follow a lead. Maggie returns to Garrison, and
Mary wrestles with guilt.
The Ranch
Reckless
December 07, 2018
After a fight with Nick lands Colt in hot water, Mary presses her ex for the truth. Beau delivers troubling
news.

Russian Doll
Ariadne
February 01, 2019
Nadia and Alan look for each other and finally cross paths at the deli. Something's not right -- but
they're not giving up on each other.
Russian Doll
Nothing In This World Is Easy
February 01, 2019
On the night of her 36th birthday, Nadia meets an untimely end ... then suddenly finds herself back at
the party her friends threw for her.
Russian Doll
A Warm Body
February 01, 2019
Skeptical Nadia's trip to a synagogue leads her to make a difference in Horse's life and to meet her
fellow traveler, Alan.
Sally4Ever
Episode Seven
December 23, 2018
Sally and Emma are married and arrive at a plush Scottish hotel for their honeymoon. Emma falls ill due
to food poisoning and Sally bumps into famous Hollywood actor, Sean Bean. Jealous, Emma insists that
Sally introduce her to Sean.
Santa Clarita Diet
The Cult Of Sheila
March 29, 2019
Joel and Sheila have a scary man’s undivided attention. Abby and Eric are surprised by the hungry
visitors. A troublesome trio crashes into the Hammonds’ party.
Santa Clarita Diet
We Let People Die Every Day
March 29, 2019
Sheila and Joel consider the ethics of not interfering to stop the death of someone they hate. At the
same time, Sheila may have to kill someone she loves - an adoring woman who believes Sheila is a
miracle from God.
Schitt's Creek
The Hike
April 03, 2019
Patrick tries to take David on a romantic hike, while Johnny has a health scare that sends everyone into
a panic.

Schooled
Money For RENT
February 13, 2019
After Mellor tells Lainey sports are king at William Penn, she sets out to put on the Broadway smash,
RENT to show Mellor arts are just as important as athletics. Glascott and CB struggle to modernize the
school's outdated sex education program.
A Series Of Unfortunate Events
Penultimate Peril: Part 1
January 01, 2019
Various parties converge at the Hotel Denouement, where the mysterious “J.S.” has called the V.F.D.
together - and things aren’t always what they seem.
Shameless
Are You There Shim? It's Me, Ian.
September 09, 2018
Frank’s sexual escapades get him into trouble. Fiona struggles with her decision to bail out Ian from jail.
Lip juggles taking care of Xan with a potential romance. Debbie fights for equal pay at work, and Carl
proves himself at military school. Kev and V have trouble with the twins.
Shameless
Black-Haired Ginger
October 07, 2018
Frank’s new liver medication comes with tragic side effects. Ian tries to get away from Fiona’s hovering.
Lip has to keep himself occupied during a day of temptation. Carl makes a connection at a West Point
mixer. Debbie tries to repair things with Alex.
Shameless
Do Right, Vote White!
September 30, 2018
Frank and Fiona battle as they each try to round up votes for their candidates. Lip makes an important
choice about Xan’s future. Debbie gets in over her head with Alex. Carl’s killer instinct is put to the test.
With his trial looming, Ian struggles to decide how to plead.
Shameless
The Hobo Games
February 17, 2019
Frank faces off against his friend and greatest opponent at The Hobo Games while Ingrid grows anxious
about his commitment to their future family. Lip prepares to adopt Xan, but his plans collide with
Fiona’s partying. Debbie starts developing feelings for someone surprising, and Carl excels at the
shrimp shack.

Shameless
You'll Know The Bottom When You Hit It
February 24, 2019
When a blackout hits the South Side, Kevin and Veronica come up with a plan to bring the neighborhood
together. Carl grows suspicious of Debbie’s attempts to get closer with Kelly. Fiona receives guidance
from an unexpected person and Lip has to deal with the fallout from Xan’s DCFS visit.
She's Gotta Have It
#NationTime
May 24, 2019
In Martha's Vineyard, Nola gets a chance to learn from artists like Carrie Mae Weems and Amy Sherald.
But an unwelcome surprise throws her off her game.
Shrill
Annie
March 15, 2019
When the morning-after pill fails and aspiring journalist Annie winds up pregnant, she weighs the pros
and cons of having a child with her hook-up buddy. The decision-making process forces Annie, with help
from her best friend, to figure out who she is and what she wants from her life.
The Simpsons
Bart's Not Dead
September 30, 2018
Bart injures himself on a dare and to stay out of trouble he claims he went to heaven and saw Jesus. His
lie grows until it becomes a Christian film that outgrosses “all the good movies” it’s against and the
family must confront the truth.
The Simpsons
Daddicus Finch
December 02, 2018
Lisa reads To Kill a Mockingbird and begins to see a little of Atticus Finch in her father when he attacks
skimpy preteen girls’ clothing. Their new bond begins to destabilize the family and Lisa finds Homer to
be a hero of a different kind.
SMILF
Sex Makes It Less Formal
March 17, 2019
Bridgette throws a bachelor party for Rafi. Nelson celebrates her engagement with her mother and
sister, reigniting their unresolved familial tensions. Jackie helps Tutu accept the realities of a life
outside of Southie.
SMILF
Shit Man, I've Literally Failed
January 20, 2019
Bridgette’s search for her father leads her to Philadelphia and back home again as she loses the key to
his whereabouts. Tutu’s decision to leave Larry alone with Joe unexpectedly leads both Bridgette and
Tutu on a path to close the door on their pasts.

SMILF
Single Mom In Love Forever
February 24, 2019
In 2014, Bridgette and Rafi prepare for the realities of parenthood as Bridgette experiences
contractions, leading her on a day of self-discovery through the streets of Boston.
SMILF
Single Mom Is Losing Faith
March 24, 2019
In the style of "The Magnificent Seven," Bridgette gathers a posse of white hats to challenge the
tyrannical rule of the town's mysterious baron.
SMILF
So Maybe I Look Feminine
February 17, 2019
Bridgette gets a taste of the picture-perfect life of the one-percent, spending a luxurious day at a polo
match as a blonde, hobnobbing with celebrities, and celebrating her new best friend’s basic bachelorette
party.
South Park
Dead Kids
September 26, 2018
There is a school shooting at South Park Elementary. The parents are confused by Sharon’s overreaction
and Randy is desperate to help his wife get her emotions under control.
Speechless
THE S-T-A--STAIRCASE
April 05, 2019
When J.J.'s attempts to make a good impression on Izzy's parents fail, he changes course to make a bad
one instead; Maya is jealous when Melanie is the recipient of a public display of mom-love; Kenneth
leans on Jimmy for support.
Speechless
U-N-R-- UNREALISTIC
April 12, 2019
Maya braces for JJ’s graduation and departure for college, but gets tough news from NYU. Dylan teaches
Jimmy a “Dad lesson” as he prepares for a job interview. Kenneth pressures JJ to prepare for his
graduation speech and Ray uses a class trip to examine his bad luck in love.
Splitting Up Together
Everything's Okay
February 19, 2019
Lena confirms that she has feelings for Martin but is confused when his response is not what she
expects. To escape the situation, Lena joins Camille and Maya on a road trip for a girl’s weekend before
Maya’s baby arrives. Meanwhile, Martin, still considering how to respond to Lena, joins.

Stan Against Evil
Larva My Life
November 07, 2018
A disgraced performer disrupts the peace in Willard's Mill. Evie's ex comes back to town and transforms
into a caterpillar monster and terrorizes the town.
Superstore
Back To School
October 04, 2018
On their first day back from suspension, Amy and Jonah steel themselves for a barrage of jokes and
snide comments about their sex video, while Jeff goes to extreme lengths to win back Mateo.
Superstore
Employee Appreciation Day
May 16, 2019
Amy and Jonah continue to butt heads over the store unionizing, however, they put it all on hold when
they learn that an employee and friend is in danger. All the Cloud 9 employees band together to help
one of their own.
The Tick
Blood And Cake
April 05, 2019
A strange bit of information sends Dangerboat in to lockdown. Dot frees Overkill of a burden and joins
him on a mission. Meanwhile, Superian takes Arthur's advice - badly.
The Tick
Choose Love!
April 05, 2019
The Tick, Arthur, Dot, and the rest of the family must battle The Duke and AEGIS itself. Miss Lint reveals
her true goal and Superian weighs the pros and cons of accidental genocide.
Tuca & Bertie
The Jelly Lakes
May 03, 2019
An impromptu road trip takes Tuca and Bertie to Bertie’s old summer camp -- a faraway place that
dredges up painful memories.
Turn Up Charlie
Episode 6
March 15, 2019
At the Latitude Festival, Sara's determined to spend time with her daughter, but Gabs and Hunter have
other plans. Charlie takes Astrid on a date.

Turn Up Charlie
Episode 7
March 15, 2019
In sunny Ibiza, Charlie puts his friendships and career on the line when he gets caught up in the party
scene and slips back into old habits.
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
Kimmy Says Bye!
January 25, 2019
Titus gets the role of a lifetime, but it’s standing in the way of crashing Mikey’s wedding. Eli will stop at
nothing to destroy Jacqueline. Lillian decides to become a ghost. Kimmy helps everyone but herself.
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
Sliding Van Doors
January 25, 2019
When Kimmy and Titus watch “Sliding Doors” for the first time, we see how everyone’s lives might have
gone differently if they had seen it back in 1998.
Veep
Veep
May 12, 2019
Series finale. Mike covers the convention. After Ben’s heart attack, Selina destroys Tom, chooses Jonah
as VP, and blames Gary for the Meyer Fund, ensuring her nomination and the White House. Richard fires
Dan. Amy is forced to be Jonah’s chief of staff. Years later, everyone gathers at Selina’s funeral.
Vida
Episode 210
May 23, 2019
In the season finale, Lyn rises to the occasion, while Emma remains in her funk. Mari's loyalties are
conflicted. Eddy makes a discovery about Vida's past. The sisters unexpectedly stand united.
Wayne
Del
January 16, 2019
A look back on a day long before Wayne met Del; a day that changed Del, Daddy, and the boys forever.
Wayne
Get Some Then
January 16, 2019
Wayne, a 16 year-old Dirty Harry with a heart of gold, sets out on his dirt-bike from Boston to Florida
with his new crush Del, to get back a s*** hot '79 Trans Am that was stolen from his father before he
died.

Wayne
The Goddamned Beacon Of Truth
January 16, 2019
After Wayne and Del make an appearance on the local news, Del gives Wayne a lesson in lying in order
to keep their new cool friends at bay. But it’s not long before their lies are discovered and their cover is
blown.
Weird City
The One
February 13, 2019
In the not-too-distant future of Weird City, Stu (Dylan O’Brien) and Burt (Ed O’Neill) discover that
dating is not what it used to be, and love can be found in the most unexpected places.
What We Do In The Shadows
Ancestry
May 29, 2019
Nandor visits one of his living descendants, and a lover from Nadja’s past re-emerges.
Will & Grace
Grace's Secret
November 01, 2018
When Grace joins her father on a road trip, a secret from her past is finally revealed, causing father and
daughter to address something that will change their relationship forever. Meanwhile, Will, Karen, and
Jack celebrate Jack’s engagement at a gay bar run by legendary drag queen Miss Coco Peru.
Will & Grace
Who's Sorry Now?
October 25, 2018
Will and Grace discover old letters written to each other from their college days, and decide to read
them together. But reminiscing about the past turns ugly when a major bombshell is revealed in one of
the letters.
You Me Her
Triangular Peg, Meet Round Hole
April 09, 2019
Two months later, we find EJI back in Hawthorne Heights, “test-renting” the Helen Wilberg house. Will
the surprising news revealed at Emma’s baby-doc appointment put enough pressure on Izzy to finally
cave and put down roots in the ‘burbs?
You're The Worst
Pancakes
April 03, 2019
On the day of their wedding, Jimmy and Gretchen grapple with the meaning of marriage.

Young Sheldon
Albert Einstein And The Story Of Another Mary
March 07, 2019
Inspired by Einstein, Sheldon tries his hand at the violin; Mary and Meemaw must secretly buy a
pregnancy test when Mary thinks she’s pregnant.
Young Sheldon
A Crisis Of Faith And Octopus Aliens
October 04, 2018
When Mary’s faith is shaken by a tragedy in the community, Sheldon becomes an unlikely ally.
Young Sheldon
A Swedish Science Thing And The Equation For Toast
May 16, 2019
Sheldon invites the entire school to a party for the Nobel Prize announcements; Meemaw learns more
about Dr. Sturgis’ past; Georgie’s desire for cable TV leads to a standoff between him and George Sr.
Younger
#LizaToo
June 05, 2018
Liza returns to Empirical hoping to resume business as usual, but Charles announces a new project that
spurs several unsettling revelations.
Younger
Big Little Liza
July 10, 2018
Liza’s secret forces her to think on her feet. Kelsey gets familiar with her new author. Josh grapples with
the commitments he’s made.
Younger
The Bubble
July 31, 2018
After the holidays, Liza adjusts to a new normal. Maggie confronts buried issues. Kelsey course-corrects
her love life.
Younger
A Christmas Miracle
July 24, 2018
It’s Christmas in New York. Liza celebrates with Caitlin. Kelsey finds herself caught in a web of her own
making. Charles makes up his mind.
Younger
Sex, Liza And Rock & Roll
July 17, 2018
Liza is called in for reinforcements when Charles runs into trouble with a rock-star author on Shelter
Island. Maggie reaches a career milestone.

End of Category

Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series
The Affair
Episode 408
August 05, 2018
While searching to reunite with Alison after his epiphany in California, Cole makes a horrific discovery
and suspects Ben may be at fault. Noah begins to question everything about Alison’s trip to California
and wonders what impact he has had on Alison’s fate.
The Affair
Episode 409
August 12, 2018
Ben finally confesses the truth of his current relationship status to Alison, but Alison has a new
perspective on life from her recent trip to California and is unwilling to allow herself to continue to be a
victim. Unfortunately, that may be something she is unable to avoid.
The Affair
Episode 410
August 19, 2018
Noah and Anton visit Princeton where Noah encounters an old friend. An immensely difficult day spent
at Alison’s funeral forces Cole and Luisa to reexamine their relationship. As Vik’s health takes a turn for
the worst, Helen learns that Sierra is pregnant with his child.
All American
Championships
March 20, 2019
Spencer (Daniel Ezra ) suffers a devastating setback during the championship final and gets strength
from an unlikely source his estranged father. Billy (Taye Diggs), while focused on the championship
game, realizes that he has to face some tough truths in order to get his family back.
All American
i
October 24, 2018
Spencer and Jordan spend an unexpected day together in Crenshaw, where Jordan gets his first taste of
categorically black culture. Meanwhile, Billy struggles with his identity as a black father raising his kids
in a predominantly white environment. And Coop comes out to her religious mother, leading to
heartbreaking consequences.
All American
m.A.A.d. city
January 23, 2019
As Coop gets more involved in gang life, her relationship with Patience is tested, while Spencer is
determined to find a way to help his community stop the violence that keeps occurring. Jordan is
developing a relationship with his grandfather, which brings up family issues for Billy.

American Gods
Donar The Great
April 14, 2019
Shadow and Mr. Wednesday seek out Dvalin to repair the Gungnir spear. But before the dwarf is able to
etch the runes of war, he requires a powerful artifact in exchange. On the journey, Wednesday tells
Shadow the story of Donar the Great.
American Gods
Moon Shadow
April 28, 2019
Wednesday has disappeared, and Shadow is tormented by the night’s events. Those that remain witness
the power of New Media as she is unleashed, and the nation is enveloped in a state of panic brought on
by Mr. World, who cunningly illustrates the power of fear and belief.
American Gods
Treasure Of The Sun
April 21, 2019
In Cairo, Mr. Wednesday entrusts Shadow with the Gungnir spear. Mad Sweeney, plagued by the cries of
Banshees, recalls his journey through the ages as he awaits his promised battle. Once again, he warns
Shadow about Wednesday. Meanwhile, Laura receives sage advice from Mama-Ji, and Bilquis finds an
audience.
American Gods
The Ways Of The Dead
April 07, 2019
Steeped in Cairo’s history, Shadow learns the ways of the dead with the help of Mr. Ibis and Mr. Nancy.
In New Orleans, Mad Sweeney introduces Laura to old friends who share their world of voodoo healing.
Mr. Wednesday embarks on a road trip with Salim and the Jinn.
American Horror Story: Apocalypse
The End
September 12, 2018
In the wake of the nuclear apocalypse, a select group survives in a sealed bunker. As tensions rise, the
occupants question whether the real hell is outside…or locked in with them.
Anne With An E
The Growing Good Of The World
July 06, 2018
Anne rallies her friends to save Miss Stacy in the wake of a disastrous incident. Bash gets an
unexpected gift, and Cole makes a surprising choice.
Berlin Station
Aut Concilio Aut Ense
December 02, 2018
Valerie Edwards (Michelle Forbes) sends Daniel Miller (Richard Armitage) and Robert Kirsch (Leland
Orser) on an urgent mission to Estonia, where they meet renegade CIA Officer Rafael Torres (Ismael
Cruz Córdova), and uncover signs of a covert invasion threatening to destabilize the NATO Alliance.

Better Call Saul
Breathe
August 13, 2018
Jimmy seeks new employment. Gus navigates the fallout from Hector's collapse. Kim endeavors to
support Jimmy in the wake of Chuck's death.
Better Call Saul
Quite A Ride
September 03, 2018
Jimmy identifies a new market for his talents; Mike vets a potential partnership; Kim drives a hard
bargain.
Better Call Saul
Something Beautiful
August 20, 2018
Jimmy puts a risky plan into motion. As alliances shift, Nacho finds himself in the crosshairs. Kim
contemplates her future.
Better Call Saul
Something Stupid
September 17, 2018
Jimmy expands his business, but runs into a problem that only Kim can solve. Gus intervenes in
Hector's medical care. Mike deals with a setback.
Better Call Saul
Talk
August 27, 2018
A restless Jimmy embarks on a new endeavor while Mike burns bridges. Kim pursues her bliss. Nacho
tries to survive a turf war.
Better Call Saul
Wiedersehen
October 01, 2018
Jimmy and Kim unburden themselves, risking their relationship in the process; Nacho is forced to make
the rounds with Lalo; Mike has cause to worry.
Better Call Saul
Winner
October 08, 2018
Jimmy turns the page on his reputation; Lalo tracks a loose end in Gus' operation; Mike is forced to
make a difficult decision.

Billions
Infinite Game
April 28, 2019
Axe and Wendy plan a new attack against Taylor. A favor Chuck did turns out to be a liability. Taylor
makes a difficult choice for the good of their company.
Black Summer
Diner
April 11, 2019
Trapped in an abandoned diner, William and Sun must decide whether they can depend on the survivors
from the truck as their alliance is tested.
Black Summer
Heist
April 11, 2019
The desperate yet determined group undertakes a daring hit on a weapons stash, but the pandemonium
threatens to swallow them up.
Black Summer
Human Flow
April 11, 2019
At the onset of a zombie apocalypse, chaos descends as Rose loses her family, Ryan tries to get his
bearings, and a desperate man finds a new guise.
Black Summer
The Tunnel
April 11, 2019
Soldiers arrive with both plans and promises. But questions remain as a survivor makes a bold move.
Who can you trust? Where do your loyalties lie?
The Blacklist
The Osterman Umbrella Company (#6)
March 29, 2019
Reddington directs Liz to investigate a secret organization of assassins hired by global intelligence
agencies to eliminate former agents, a case with ramifications that will change the Task Force forever.
Bodyguard
Episode 1
October 24, 2018
Sgt. David Budd is promoted to a protection detail for UK Home Secretary Julia Montague, but he
quickly clashes with the hawkish politician.

The Bold Type
Feminist Army
June 12, 2018
Jane is excited to publish her first big piece for Incite, especially since she’s writing about a female CEO
she admires, and she knows Jacqueline will be reading it.
The Bold Type
Rose Colored Glasses
June 12, 2018
Believing it shouldn’t matter, Kat bristles when Alex recommends she highlight that she is black in her
company bio. However, while introducing her parents to Adena, Kat is forced to confront how her
avoidance of labels has affected her life.
Bosch
Salvation Mountain
April 19, 2019
Edgar interviews Clayton, desperate for details on Bosch’s location in the desert. Meanwhile, Stones and
Carter tell Bosch he’s going home, but ominously take him up in the plane by himself. Billets resolves to
turn a blind eye to the falsified crime stats. Crate plans Barrel’s surprise retirement party.
Chambers
Heroic Dose
April 26, 2019
Danger lurks all around during the Annex's spring equinox party as Sasha takes extreme measures to
free herself from the darkness that plagued Becky.
Chambers
In The Gloaming
April 26, 2019
Nancy fights to protect Sasha and preserve her bond with Becky, even as she confronts horrifying truths
about what led to her daughter's death.
Chambers
Into The Void
April 26, 2019
Sasha's night of teenage fun with her boyfriend leads to a near-death experience -- and the opportunity
of a lifetime from a wealthy, grieving couple.
The Chi
Eruptions
April 07, 2019
Brandon deals with an unfortunate turn of events that takes him back to Reg. Jada makes a decision
that forces Emmett to grow up. Kevin, Jake and Papa hatch a plan to do a project for school. Ronnie
takes an inmate under his wing.

The Chi
A Leg Up
May 12, 2019
Brandon competes in the finals of The After Taste Food Competition. Emmett tries to smooth things
over with the women in his life. Kevin and Jake get into a fight, while Kevin’s friendship with Maisha
blossoms. Ronnie and Jada grow closer after a family secret comes to light.
The Chi
The Scorpion And The Frog
May 31, 2019
Brandon is faced with a life-altering decision. Emmett takes a step towards adulthood and Kevin tries
out a new look. A trip down South leads Ronnie to confront his demons. Detectives Toussaint and Cruz
make a big arrest.
The Chi
Showdown
April 28, 2019
Brandon stresses over The After Taste Food Competition and makes a deal with Emmett. An accident at
Sonny's threatens Emmett's job. Kevin, Jake and Papa cause mayhem on picture day at school. Ronnie
adjusts to a new life he didn't expect.
Chicago Fire
A Closer Eye
September 26, 2018
Casey tries to deal with his unsettled personal life and the firehouse welcomes a new member. Boden
clashes with new Assistant Deputy Commissioner Jerry Gorsch.
Chicago Fire
Going To War
October 03, 2018
Firehouse 51 is faced with a daunting challenge when an out-of-control blaze consumes a 25-story
apartment complex, trapping victims on the top floors. Complicating the rapidly escalating situation,
members soon discover that someone close to home may be one of the trapped victims.
Chicago Med
All The Lonely People
January 09, 2019
April finds herself in a dangerous situation and Natalie gets an update on Will. Dr. Rhodes gears up for a
gala honoring his hybrid O.R. and tries to convince Dr. Bekker to join him.
Chicago Med
Death Do Us Part
December 05, 2018
Will and Natalie prepare for their big day, but an unsuspecting Will soon finds himself sidetracked. Dr.
Charles disagrees with Goodwin on how to best handle a patient's treatment while Dr. Choi and April are
on their own when a pregnant woman delivers.

Chicago P.D.
Brotherhood
January 09, 2019
Voight and Ruzek lock horns over how to handle the aftermath of the Antonio situation. Meanwhile, a
series of violent carjackings turns deadly, and Ruzek must rely on a C.I. he grew up with to help solve
the case.
Chicago P.D.
Night In Chicago
February 06, 2019
Atwater goes undercover to bring down the longtime head of a criminal enterprise and becomes
entangled in a situation that tests his allegiances as well as his conscience.
Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina
Chapter Ten: The Witching Hour
October 26, 2018
A revolutionary attack divides the witches and mortals of Greendale, and Sabrina braces for a lifechanging choice.
Condor
No Such Thing
July 18, 2018
Mae is tortured by lingering questions surrounding her husband’s death. Caleb tells Joe about his CIA
source. Joubert and Boyd cross paths at Kathy’s house and make a critical discovery.
Counterpart
Better Angels
February 17, 2019
Mira’s looming threat forges some unlikely alliances.
Counterpart
In From The Cold
February 03, 2019
Howard Prime and Emily work together to figure out Indigo’s plans. Clare and Quayle consider their
future. Howard must face the truth about his wife.
Counterpart
Twin Cities
January 20, 2019
The origins of the Crossing are revealed.
Deadly Class
Saudade
February 13, 2019
On a mission to Vegas to kill Billy’s dad, Marcus accidentally takes way too much acid.

The Deuce
Our Raison D'ÊTRE
September 09, 2018
Season premiere. Vincent gives Frankie an unexpected present; Candy looks to push the porn envelope.
Doctor Who
Rosa
October 21, 2018
Montgomery, Alabama. 1955. The Doctor and her friends find themselves in the Deep South of America.
As they encounter a seamstress by the name of Rosa Parks, they begin to wonder: is someone
attempting to change history?
Doom Patrol
Jane Patrol
April 12, 2019
Jane retreats into The Underground, a treacherous place deep within her own mindspace, where she
encounters her many personas and dark traumas of her past and comes to terms with the defining
event in her life.
Doom Patrol
Pilot
February 15, 2019
A re-imagining of DC's strangest group of outcasts, the Doom Patrol's members each suffered horrible
accidents that gave them superhuman abilities -- but also left them scarred and traumatized. Partsupport group, part superhero team, these reluctant heroes grapple with fighting for a world that wants
nothing to do with them.
Empire
The Roughest Day
May 08, 2019
As Andre clings to life, Cookie accuses Lucious of betraying her once again. The confrontation between
these two could spell the end of Cookie’s “ride or die” loyalty and possibly their marriage. With the Feds
closing in, and an impending exodus at Empire, we finally learn who’s in the coffin.
Empire
Steal From The Thief
September 26, 2018
The Lyons are picking up the pieces two years after losing Empire. Now completely dispersed, the family
members are each coping with unimaginable tragedies. Meanwhile, in an effort to reclaim the Lyons'
position in the music industry, Cookie sets her sights on a talented new singer.
The Enemy Within
The Ambassador's Wife
March 11, 2019
Following the discovery that a U.S. ambassador is selling classified intelligence to a Colombian cartel,
Shepherd devises a plan to catch him that will push Keaton’s moral code to the brink. Keaton brings a
new member on to the team.

The Enemy Within
Pilot
February 25, 2019
Erica Shepherd, now known as one of the most notorious traitors in recent American history, is brought
out of a federal Supermax prison by FBI Agent Will Keaton to help stop some of the most dangerous
acts of espionage threatening the United States today.
FBI
Exposed
February 19, 2019
After an investigative journalist is murdered, the team uncovers information linking the suspect to past
cases. The victim’s death also strikes a chord with Maggie leaving her desperate for answers in regards
to a traumatic event in her personal life.
FBI
Identity Crisis
January 15, 2019
A judge is murdered, along with her daughter, after sentencing a man to life in prison. Maggie and OA
search for the killer behind a possible retaliation, with a vested interest from Dana who has a history
with the victim.
Fear The Walking Dead
...I Lose Myself
September 30, 2018
Morgan struggles to find the strength to help friends in dire need before it's too late.
Fear The Walking Dead
Blackjack
September 09, 2018
Strand and John are marooned; Luciana aids a man in need; the group's efforts to help a stranger put
everyone in danger.
Fear The Walking Dead
Close Your Eyes
August 19, 2018
Alicia's forced to reckon with an agonizing past while seeking refuge from a storm.
Fear The Walking Dead
The Code
August 26, 2018
Morgan's journey is derailed by some new acquaintances.

Fear The Walking Dead
People Like Us
August 12, 2018
Morgan tries to help Alicia and this fractured group of survivors as a storm brews.
Fear The Walking Dead
Weak
September 02, 2018
June helps when Al's health deteriorates; Morgan searches for friends lost in the storm.
The First
Two Portraits
September 14, 2018
Denise confronts her turbulent upbringing as she paints a portrait of her late mother, revisiting a
lifetime of joy and trauma.
The Fix
Pilot
March 18, 2019
L.A. district attorney Maya Travis suffers a defeat after prosecuting an A-list movie star for double
murder. With her career derailed, she flees for a quieter life. Eight years later, when this same star is
under suspicion for another murder, Maya is lured back for another chance at justice.
Flack
Calvin
March 21, 2019
While on an international flight, a disturbing secret of one of Robyn’s (Anna Paquin) clients (Bradley
Whitford) comes to light. She must summon up all her PR skills to make this unsettling problem go
away before the public gets wind.
For The People
This Is America
March 14, 2019
Tina faces legal consequences while insisting on protecting a boy whose father has a run-in with ICE
agents that could lead to his deportation. Elsewhere, Kate is determined to establish her worth to Roger
and takes on a significant murder case involving a prominent New York criminal defense attorney.
Game Of Thrones
The Iron Throne
May 19, 2019
In the wake of devastation, the leadership of Westeros forges a new path forward.

Gentleman Jack
I Was Just Passing
April 22, 2019
Series premiere. Halifax, 1832. Rejected by aristocratic Vere Hobart, Anne Lister returns to her shabby
ancestral home, Shibden Hall, determined to restore its fortunes and find herself a wife. On the
neighboring estate, shy heiress Ann Walker is quietly delighted to hear that the charismatic Anne Lister
is back.
God Friended Me
Pilot
September 30, 2018
Miles Finer (Brandon Micheal Hall), an outspoken atheist podcaster, finds his life turned upside down
when he receives a friend request from 'God' on social media and unwittingly becomes an agent of
change in the lives and destinies of others around him.
Goliath
Diablo Verde
June 15, 2018
Held hostage by strangers and with no memory of how he got there, Billy has to make a harrowing
escape from Mexico.
The Good Cop
Who Cut Mrs. Ackroyd In Half?
September 21, 2018
TJ and Cora get a nightmare of an undercover assignment: pose as husband and wife. Meanwhile, Big
Tony closes in on Connie's killer.
The Good Doctor
Hello
September 24, 2018
Shaun’s (Freddie Highmore) proposed treatment for a homeless patient puts him and Jared (Chuku
Modu) in Andrews’ (Hill Harper) crosshairs. Claire (Antonia Thomas) tries to overcome Melendez’s
(Nicholas Gonzalez) reluctance to do a risky heart operation. Glassman (Richard Schiff) faces a difficult
decision about his health.
The Good Doctor
Middle Ground
October 01, 2018
As Shaun (Freddie Highmore) pushes back against Melendez (Nicholas Gonzalez) in order to treat a
gravely ill hospital janitor, Lim (Christina Chang) risks a lawsuit to repair a teenage girl’s ritual
circumcision. Glassman (Richard Schiff) exercises demanding oversight in choosing a doctor for his
brain surgery.

The Good Fight
The One About The Recent Troubles
March 14, 2019
A storm is brewing at Reddick, Boseman & Lockhart when revelations of past indiscretions involving a
partner come to light. An incident at home pushes Diane to her breaking point. Lucca is brought a new
opportunity while Marissa teaches Maia to toughen up.
Good Girls
Jeff
May 19, 2019
Mary Pat resurfaces in the women’s lives as they try to make sense of a shocking discovery Beth has
made. Meanwhile, Beth and Dean have an important family talk with the kids, and Annie and Noah try to
work through their problems.
Good Girls
This Land Is Your Land
May 05, 2019
With Beth determined to lead a new crime-free life, a desperate Ruby and Annie go behind her back to
strike a new deal with Rio.
Gotham
The Trial Of Jim Gordon
March 07, 2019
After Gordon is shot in an attempt to establish a cease-fire, he hallucinates a trial for his life that could
have deadly real consequences. Meanwhile, Ivy returns and puts her spell on Bruce, leaving Selina to
defend herself. Lee has a life-changing moment as Barbara and Penguin consider their next.
Greenleaf
Day Of Reckoning
November 14, 2018
After Mae's beautiful sermon at "A Day with Lady Mae", Bishop fears he may lose Calvary. Grace gets a
paternity test with Aaron. Jacob and Grace work to clear the family name.
Grey's Anatomy
Silent All These Years
March 28, 2019
Jo treats a sexual assault survivor only days after learning that she, herself, is a product of rape. She
convinces her patient to do a rape kit, then lines the hallways with women to protect and support her as
she’s wheeled into the OR.
The Handmaid's Tale
Holly
June 27, 2018
Offred faces a grueling challenge alone as she recalls her life as a mother. Serena Joy and the
Commander deal with the fallout of their actions towards Offred.

Hanna
Mother
March 29, 2019
Sophie and Hanna’s relationship begins to turn sour over their shared interest in Anton. In the fallout
from this argument, Marissa arrives at Sophie’s house pretending to be Hanna’s mother. Hanna finds
herself torn between endangering Sophie and her family, or giving up her own freedom and going with
Marissa.
Homecoming
Stop
November 02, 2018
I’m gonna stop you there, okay?
House Of Cards
Chapter 73
November 02, 2018
Claire tries to tarnish Frank's legacy. Doug provokes Claire by releasing excerpts from Frank's diary. A
rift develops between the Shepherds.
How To Get Away With Murder
It Was The Worst Day Of My Life
October 05, 2018
After Annalise chooses Gabriel as her second chair, the unexpected duo puts all of their efforts into Nate
Sr.'s murder re-trial as they try to convince a jury to grant an insanity plea. Meanwhile, Bonnie
struggles to rebound after a dark part of her past resurfaces.
Impulse
State Of Mind
June 06, 2018
After a visit with a neurologist, Henry hopes her new meds will fix everything. Meanwhile, Bill Boone
attempts to identify his son Clay’s attacker.
Informer
No Sleep Till Brooklyn
January 11, 2019
When Raza Shar is arrested, Detective Gabe Waters and his new partner Detective Holly Morten identify
him as a potential informant for London’s Counter Terrorism Special Unit (CTSU) and coerce him into
helping stop a potential attack.
The Innocents
Everything. Anything.
August 24, 2018
As June copes with the news of Harry's absence, John snoops around Halvorson's office, and a surprise
visitor sets a fateful showdown in motion.

The Innocents
Will You Take Me Too?
August 24, 2018
June travels to Sanctum, determined to find out why her mother left home. Harry and John set their
differences aside for a rescue mission.
Killing Eve
Nice And Neat
April 14, 2019
Carolyn introduces Eve to her new team before Eve briefs them on the Villanelle case. Villanelle, needing
to lie low while she recovers, find a Good Samaritan to take her in and care for her. Eve finds out a
secret that Carolyn has been hiding from her.
Knightfall
Death Awaits
April 01, 2019
Friday the 13th. Captured and brought back to Paris, the Knights Templar must stand trial for heresy.
Knightfall
The Devil Inside
April 01, 2019
Back in the Knights Templar Order as an Initiate, Landry trains under the harsh guidance of Talus, the
battle-hardened Initiate master. DeNogaret implores King Philip to build a legal case against the
Knights, seeking a former Templar’s aid to execute his plan. Prince Louis is tasked with a secret
mission.
Knightfall
Road To Chartres
April 22, 2019
Landry reunites with his daughter, only to be separated once again. Growing impatient with DeNogaret’s
legal strategy, King Philip prepares his army for war. Margaret discovers one of Prince Louis’ dark
secrets.
L.A.'s Finest
...My Lovely
May 27, 2019
With Dante back in her life, it’s impossible for McKenna to keep hiding the truth about her mother’s
death from Syd. Arlo plots against those Syd loves. Our team continues its hunt for answers in the
murder of the trans woman and her fiancé.
L.A.'s Finest
Book Of Secrets
May 27, 2019
Syd and McKenna’s personal hunt for Gabriel Knox ramps up as they let the Bens in on their search for
the elusive Arlo. Meanwhile, a conflicted Syd must deal with a family crisis, while McKenna is left with a
difficult choice between her past and her future.

L.A.'s Finest
Dangerous Minds
May 31, 2019
It’s busy for our team of detectives as they continue to investigate the case of the missing diamonds,
and the task force executes a major drug bust. With the threat of Knox looming, both Syd and McKenna
must confront some of their deepest secrets yet.
L.A.'s Finest
Dead Men Tell No Tales
May 31, 2019
McKenna is forced to come clean about her past to her husband, and she and Syd attempt to convince
him to bend the rule of law to save a life. Our team find themselves trailing a group of thieves who
managed to steal millions of dollars’ worth of untraceable diamonds.
L.A.'s Finest
Déjà Vu
May 20, 2019
Time is up – Syd and McKenna need to get Knox’s fentanyl into police custody while leaving no trace of
their own involvement. But can they pull it off when McKenna is distracted by Izzy’s strange behavior
and a ghost from Syd’s past returns to haunt her?
L.A.'s Finest
Farewell...
May 20, 2019
Our LAPD team works to solve the mystery behind the brutal death of a trans woman. Syd is forced to
face her traumatic and complicated past head-on when an old flame is transferred to the LAPD.
Meanwhile, McKenna helps Izzy process the grief from her mother’s fatal car accident.
Law & Order: SVU
Mea Culpa
November 15, 2018
Stone takes his own case to trial when a woman from his past accuses him of sexual assault.
Law & Order: SVU
Part 33
February 07, 2019
As Stone prosecutes the case of a woman who killed her abusive husband, Benson and her squad
wrestle with the duty of testifying against her.
Lodge 49
Apogee
October 01, 2018
Band Night at the Lodge. Dud and Ernie are eager to close their deal with Captain, but all may not be
what it seems…

Lodge 49
As Above, So Below
August 06, 2018
Dud finds himself deposited by fate at the doorstep of Lodge 49, a dusty fraternal order which offers
cheap beer and strange alchemical philosophies.
Lore
In The Name Of Science: Burke And Hare
October 19, 2018
Two shunned Irish immigrants in Scotland start off as grave robbers to sell the dead to doctors, but
decide that creating their own inventory is much easier, and become the most prolific mass-murdering
duo in history.
Lucifer
Save Lucifer
May 08, 2019
Lucifer's so-called epiphany has Chloe worried, but it's his physical transformation that's really freaking
her out. Also, Maze gives Eve a pep talk.
Lucifer
Who's Da New King Of Hell?
May 08, 2019
With murderous demons on the loose in Los Angeles, it's up to Lucifer to reign in the chaos and protect
the people he most cares about.
Magnum P.I.
I Saw The Sun Rise
September 24, 2018
Jay Hernandez stars as Thomas Magnum in a modern take on the classic series about a decorated
former Navy SEAL who, upon returning home from Afghanistan, repurposes his military skills to become
a private investigator in Hawaii.
Magnum P.I.
Murder Is Never Quiet
February 25, 2019
Magnum is hired by a woman to prove that her son didn’t kill his girlfriend and has only 24 hours to do
so before the accused accepts a plea deal.
The Man In The High Castle
Jahr Null
October 05, 2018
Juliana's attempt to stop the Nazis lands her in a precarious position. Himmler and John Smith lead a
lavish celebration of Year Zero. Amid a series of successes, Smith faces a setback. Kido returns to San
Francisco with a prize, performs an act of kindness for a friend.

Marvel's Cloak & Dagger
First Light
June 07, 2018
Tandy Bowen and Tyrone Johsnon's lives are devastated during a childhood event. When they meet
eight years later, they discover they hold the power of dark and light. Hope & Fear. Cloak & Dagger.
Marvel's Cloak & Dagger
Lotus Eaters
July 13, 2018
Ty and Tandy try to release Ivan Hess from a mental prison. But in doing so, they find themselves reexperiencing the events of that fateful night over and over again.
Marvel's Daredevil
A New Napkin
October 19, 2018
In the season finale, Matt prepares to cross the line, as Dex becomes more dangerous than ever and
Fisk enacts his endgame.
Marvel's Daredevil
Revelations
October 19, 2018
Matt's already shaky world tilts when he learns a shocking truth. Karen runs for her life. Nadeem
discovers how deep Fisk's influence runs.
Marvel's Iron Fist
The Dragon Dies At Dawn
September 07, 2018
Misty and Colleen's trip to the tattoo parlor turns painful -- but not for them. As Davos crosses names
off his list, Mary makes Danny an offer.
Marvel's Iron Fist
A Duel Of Iron
September 07, 2018
In the season finale, Iron Fists collide as the fate of New York City hangs in the balance.
Marvel's Iron Fist
Heart Of The Dragon
September 07, 2018
There's a new Iron Fist in town, and he's itching to make his presence felt. Meanwhile, Ward calls in a
favor, and Joy considers her options.
Marvel's Luke Cage
The Basement
June 22, 2018
As a wave of violence rocks Harlem, everyone races to connect the dots between Piranha, Mariah,
Bushmaster and the grisly find at the clinic.

Marvel's Luke Cage
For Pete's Sake
June 22, 2018
Hunkered down in a makeshift safe house, Luke and Misty butt heads over how to handle Mariah.
Meanwhile, long-buried family secrets come to light.
Marvel's Luke Cage
The Main Ingredient
June 22, 2018
Danny Rand insists on helping Luke hunt for Bushmaster — the Iron Fist way. Mariah sets out to reclaim
her empire. Misty pursues a traitor.
Marvel's Luke Cage
They Reminisce Over You
June 22, 2018
Mariah adapts to her new circumstances and goes to extremes to cover her tracks. Luke takes a new
approach to protecting Harlem.
Marvel's The Punisher
Roadhouse Blues
January 18, 2019
While driving through Michigan, Frank stops for a beer at a roadside bar. But staying out of trouble has
never been his strong suit.
Mayans M.C.
Perro/Oc
September 04, 2018
EZ’s fate is in flux as the M.C. and the cartel find a common adversary.
A Million Little Things
Pilot
September 26, 2018
They say friendship isn’t one big thing, it’s a million little things; and that’s true for a group of friends
from Boston who, in different ways, all feel stuck in life. After one of them dies by suicide, it’s just the
wake-up call they need to finally start living.
Mr. Mercedes
Fade To Blue
October 24, 2018
As the community reels from recent news about Brady, the Mercedes Killer’s future lands in the hands
of the few people who have survived him.

My Brilliant Friend
Dissolving Margins / Le Smarginatura
November 26, 2018
Entering high school, Elena vows to stay ahead of Lila, academically and romantically. Lila eschews
many suitors and, focuses on her ambitions in the shoe shop. On New Year's Eve, things escalate quickly
during a fireworks faceoff with the Solaras, and Lila sees a new side of her brother Rino.
Narcos: Mexico
Camelot
November 16, 2018
When the army pillages Sinaloa, an ambitious pot farmer pitches a plan to build a drug empire in
Guadalajara. A young DEA agent transfers to Mexico.
Narcos: Mexico
Just Say No
November 16, 2018
After the DEA closes in on Rafa's enormous pot field, Felix tries to stop his associates from retaliating.
Kiki and Jaime meet with investigators.
Narcos: Mexico
Leyenda
November 16, 2018
As pressure mounts, Felix returns to Sinaloa. An enraged Jaime and Mika seek justice and answers.
NCIS: New Orleans
In The Blood
October 23, 2018
Pride's father, Cassius Pride, is wrapped up in an NCIS case involving a notorious unsolved casino heist
from several years ago. Also, Pride meets a family member he never knew existed.
NCIS: New Orleans
In Plain Sight
April 02, 2019
The NCIS Team investigates the murder of Patton's friend, a former Navy Seal gunned down in a driveby shooting. Also, Patton mentors a disgruntled NOPD Detective.
NCIS: New Orleans
See You Soon
September 25, 2018
While Pride fights for his life in the ICU, the NCIS Team scours the city for the hit woman who
attempted to assassinate him.

NCIS: New Orleans
Sheepdogs
November 13, 2018
Following a deadly car explosion in the French Quarter, the NCIS Team interrogates a professor and
former member of a student protest organization. Also, Tammy discovers a secret about Hannah's
personal life.
New Amsterdam
The Blues
February 12, 2019
Max continues to work to solve underlying problems within the hospital despite his continuing struggles
with treatment. Meanwhile, Reynolds makes the choice to do a costly surgery to determine an elusive
diagnosis and Bloom must face her personal demons head-on.
New Amsterdam
Luna
May 14, 2019
In the season one finale, Sharpe works on a creative way to help Max and Kapoor gets surprising news.
Meanwhile, Reynolds takes a big step in his relationship with Evie as one of the doctors makes a life
altering decision.
Nightflyers
All That We Left Behind
December 02, 2018
A team of scientists join the crew of the Nightflyer on a journey to make contact with alien life.
9-1-1
Under Pressure
September 23, 2018
On one of the hottest days of the year, the first responders feel the pressure with harrowing incidents.
The OA Part II
Chapter 1: Angel Of Death
March 22, 2019
While private eye Karim Washington scours San Francisco for a missing teen who was involved in a
cryptic game, OA wakes up in unfamiliar surroundings.
Orange Is The New Black
Be Free
July 27, 2018
Piper gets surprising news and a boost from her friends. The jury returns with a verdict, and the big
kickball game is on.

Orange Is The New Black
Who Knows Better Than I
July 27, 2018
The COs at Litchfield's maximum security unit size up the new arrivals. Off her medication, Suzanne
hallucinates.
The Orville
Lasting Impressions
March 21, 2019
The Orville crew open a time capsule from 2015.
Outlander
The Birds & The Bees
December 30, 2018
Brianna refocuses on finding her parents and hits a stroke of good luck, discovering that Jamie and
Claire are in town as well. The newly reunited family returns to Fraser’s Ridge, where Jamie bonds with
Brianna, until dark secrets threaten to tear the Frasers apart.
Ozark
The Gold Coast
August 31, 2018
Marty makes plans without telling Wendy. Darlene sends a message via Jonah. Wyatt learns the truth
about his dad. Ruth realizes Cade must be stopped.
Patriot
Escape From Paris
November 09, 2018
All hell breaks loose.
Pose
Love Is The Message
July 08, 2018
Pray Tell organizes a cabaret for the AIDS ward at a local hospital.
Pose
Pilot
June 03, 2018
In 1987 New York, Blanca Rodriguez pursues her dream of becoming a house mother after receiving a
devastating medical diagnosis. Alongside the members of her newly formed House of Evangelista,
Blanca competes in the House Ballroom scene against her former mother and recent rival, Elektra
Abundance.

Power
There's A Snitch Among Us
September 02, 2018
When Angela’s Jimenez arrest gives her a solid win, she discovers plans that would undercut her career.
Ghost tasks Tommy in killing a snitch. Tariq accepts the consequences of his choices.
Power
When This Is Over
September 09, 2018
When the RICO case comes crashing down, Angela breaks ranks to form her own A-team with surprising
allies. Ghost, Tommy, Tasha, and Angela race against the clock to prove their innocence--but to what
end?
Preacher
The Light Above
August 26, 2018
Jesse returns home for what he hopes is the last time, but in doing so angers Starr and endangers
Cassidy. Meanwhile, Tulip battles Hell and Nazis.
Project Blue Book
Abduction
March 05, 2019
Hynek is drawn into a case he literally can’t escape when a man arrives at Blue Book headquarters with
his wife, claiming he was abducted by aliens, with plans to hold Hynek and Quinn hostage until they find
out the truth. Inspired by the Betty and Barney Hill Abduction.
Project Blue Book
Foo Fighters
February 05, 2019
Hynek and Quinn follow a series of strange clues leading them to a secret group who not only claim to
have witnessed strange lights during combat called “Foo Fighters”, but also claim to know a way to
contact them. Based on the “Foo Fighter” incidents from World War II.
Project Blue Book
The Fuller Dogfight
January 08, 2019
Ohio State astrophysicist Dr. Allen Hynek is recruited by the Air Force into their top-secret program
investigating UFOs called Project Blue Book. Partnered with Captain Michael Quinn, they investigate the
case of a military pilot who survived a dogfight with an alien craft. Based on the “Gorman Dogfight”
case.
Project Blue Book
The Great Fireballs
February 12, 2019
After mysterious green fireballs nearly cause nuclear disaster during a weapons test, Hynek and Quinn
must investigate how this could have occurred, each with altering theories as to what’s really going on.
Based on the “Green Fireball” incidents over several military bases.

Project Blue Book
Operation Paperclip
January 29, 2019
A bizarre UFO encounter with a commercial airliner leads Hynek and Quinn to a top-secret program
involving ex-Nazi scientists in Huntsville, Alabama, known as Operation Paperclip, which has a
mysterious agenda all its own. Based on the “Chiles-Whitted UFO Encounter.”
Project Blue Book
The Scoutmaster
February 19, 2019
After a Scoutmaster vanishes when he and his troop witness a strange craft hovering in the woods,
Hynek is sent to investigate for Project Blue Book, while Quinn is pulled into a rogue mission for General
Harding. Inspired by the Sonny DesVergers Scoutmaster UFO case.
The Purge
What Is America?
September 04, 2018
Purge Commencement looms. Several characters find themselves venturing into the chaos of the night.
Queen Sugar
From On The Pulse Of Morning
August 22, 2018
Ralph Angel gets unexpected news. The fate of the prison is finally decided. Charley continues to
advocate for the farmers. Violet and Hollywood celebrate their love.
Queens Of Mystery
Murder In The Dark: First Chapter
April 08, 2019
When Detective Sergeant Mattie Stone is assigned to her hometown of Wildemarsh for duty, her boss
strictly warns that her job will not require the help of her three crime-writing aunts. But when a murder
takes place, Mattie struggles to keep the well-meaning amateur sleuths out of the investigation.
Ray Donovan
The Dead
January 13, 2019
In the Season finale, Ray settles his final scores and revisits the past with his father. The Donovans
clean up their mess. Smitty gets a crash course in what it means to be a part of the family.
Ray Donovan
Never Gonna Give You Up
January 06, 2019
It’s all-out war between cops and family, as the Donovans band together to save one of their own.
Running out of options, Mac faces a difficult decision.

The Resident
If Not Now, When?
April 15, 2019
When a woman falls ill after giving birth, Devon races to get her help when no one else will listen.
Meanwhile, Bell leads a team to save a family of gunshot victims while Conrad and Nic make a difficult
decision about the future of their relationship.
Riverdale
Chapter Fifty-One: Big Fun
March 20, 2019
In this musical episode, the students rehearse their production of "Heathers: The Musical" -- which hits
closer to home than expected. Cheryl reverts to mean girl after her breakup; Betty tries to stop Evelyn's
meddling; Veronica gets catastrophic family news; Archie and Josie define their relationship; Jughead
retaliates against Gladys.
The Rookie
Pilot
October 16, 2018
After surviving a bank robbery, John Nolan moves to L.A. to pursue his dream of being a cop. Now,
surrounded by rookies twenty years his junior, the 40-something Nolan must navigate the dangerous,
humorous and unpredictable world of a “young” cop, determined to make his second shot at life count.
Room 104
Josie & Me
December 14, 2018
Season finale. A woman asks her slightly-younger self to recreate the events of one night at a college
frat party.
Room 104
The Man And The Baby And The Man
November 30, 2018
A couple hoping to conceive makes a video of their emotionally-charged night for their future child.
Room 104
Mr. Mulvahill
November 09, 2018
Jim reunites with his third-grade teacher, Mr. Mulvahill, and challenges him to admit to an incident from
the past that left Jim forever changed.
Room 104
Swipe Right
November 16, 2018
A powerful Russian political technologist arranges an internet first date with a veterinary nurse who
tries to figure out the truth behind his shifting identity.

S.W.A.T.
School
January 03, 2019
The threat of a school shooting prompts Hondo (Shemar Moore) and his team to recall how their lives
were changed by a similar tragic event six years ago.
SEAL Team
My Life For Yours
May 08, 2019
A parachute malfunction during Bravo Team’s jump over Kashmir (220) sends Ray tumbling into enemy
territory. To avoid sparking an international incident, Ray must evade and subdue hunter/killer units on
his tail while Jason leads Bravo Team on a treacherous rescue operation.
Sex Education
Episode 1
January 11, 2019
Despite the ministrations of sex therapist mom Jean and encouragement from pal Eric, Otis worries that
he can't get it on. He's not the only one.
The Sinner
Part I
August 01, 2018
After a startling double murder, Heather Novack, a young detective, calls on Ambrose for guidance.
Snowfall
Education
September 20, 2018
Franklin faces the consequences of his actions. Teddy pulls out all the stops to assist his partners. Lucia
must sacrifice to save Gustavo's life.
Snowfall
Prometheus Rising
August 02, 2018
Two murders tear a divide in Franklin's crew and set them on a collision course with Lucia, who has an
agenda of her own. Teddy and Matt must appease their Colombian partners.
The Society
Like A F-ing God Or Something
May 10, 2019
Allie questions Elle about Campbell. As the town grows restless awaiting Allie's decision, Will and Grizz
push for harsh measures.

The Society
Poison
May 10, 2019
A Thanksgiving feast takes a frightening turn. In the aftermath, the Guard oversteps its powers.
Meanwhile, Sam is torn between Becca and Grizz.
The Son
All Their Guilty Stains
April 27, 2019
Young Eli's Comanche band are forced to survive on their own in 1852. In 1916, the McCulloughs search
for Maria while Jeannie discovers a devastating secret.
The Son
The Bear
April 27, 2019
Young Eli's tribe encounters soldiers that make an unexpected offer in 1852. In 1916, Pete makes a
decision that could tear the family apart.
The Son
The Blind Tiger
April 27, 2019
Young Eli's Comanches must survive a dangerous journey in 1852. In 1915, Eli and Pete are forced to
work together to deal with a new enemy.
The Son
Hot Oil
April 27, 2019
Young Eli is forced hide a deadly secret in 1852. In 1916, Maria's return brings devastating
consequences for the McCullough's oil business.
The Son
Scalped A Dog
April 27, 2019
A new danger reveals old wounds in Young Eli's tribe in 1852. In 1916, Eli and Phineas try to fight off
Standard Oil as Maria Garcia returns.
The Son
Somebody Get A Shovel
April 27, 2019
The Comanches go to war in 1852. In 1916, the McCulloughs' fight with Standard Oil reaches a breaking
point. Eli takes a scalp.

The Son
Ten Dollars And A Plucked Goose
April 27, 2019
After a devastating attack, Young Eli must help the Comanches regroup in 1852. In 1915, Pete's return
causes fractures in the McCullough family.
Sorry For Your Loss
One Fun Thing
September 18, 2018
Three months after her husband Matt’s death, young widow Leigh struggles to put the pieces of her life
back together, in the process clashing with her mother Amy, her sister Jules, and Matt’s brother, Danny.
Star Trek: Discovery
Project Daedalus
March 14, 2019
When the Discovery crew infiltrates Section 31’s headquarters, suspicions arise that the crew may have
a traitor in their midst. Burnham tries to help Spock but her efforts don’t go as planned.
Station 19
Always Ready
May 02, 2019
Following a deadly blaze inside a coffee beanery, the members of Station 19 find themselves on high
alert as a beloved member of their team lands at Grey Sloan, leaving the future uncertain in the face of
a life-threatening situation.
Strange Angel
The Sacrificial Dance
August 15, 2018
Jack and Susan must decide if they want to commit to Thelema. Susan is forced to deal with the chilling
revelation she had about Virgil. Richard and Jack rally the Suicide Club for a dangerous military
demonstration - Jack has all he needs except for one crucial element: Ernest.
Succession
Nobody Is Ever Missing
August 05, 2018
Season One Finale. Logan finds himself in crisis mode as news of a hostile takeover breaks; Kendall eyes
an escape outlet.
This Is Us
R&B
March 26, 2019
A history of Beth and Randall through the ages.

This Is Us
The Waiting Room
March 12, 2019
Trapped in a hospital waiting room, tensions run high as the Pearsons await news about Kate's
pregnancy.
Timeless
The Miracle Of Christmas Part 2
December 20, 2018
With a little help from their future selves, Lucy and Wyatt, along with the rest of the team, journey to
the California Gold Rush and the Korean War's Hungnam evacuation in a daring bid to save Rufus and
stop Rittenhouse once and for all.
Timeless
The Miracle Of Christmas Part I
December 20, 2018 - December 20, 2018
With a little help from their future selves, Lucy and Wyatt, along with the rest of the team, journey to
the California Gold Rush and the Korean War's Hungnam evacuation in a daring bid to save Rufus and
stop Rittenhouse once and for all.
Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Pilot
August 31, 2018
CIA analyst Jack Ryan uncovers a series of suspicious transactions that take him and his boss James
Greer out from behind their desks into the field to hunt down a powerful new threat. Hanin begins to
question her husband’s affairs after he brings a mysterious outsider into their home.
The Twilight Zone
The Comedian
April 01, 2019
Comedian Samir Wassan (Kumail Nanjiani) wants to be famous...but at what cost?
The Twilight Zone
Nightmare At 30,000 Feet
April 01, 2019
Journalist Justin Sanderson (Adam Scott) finds the fate of Flight 1015 in his hands.
The Twilight Zone
A Traveler
April 18, 2019
On Christmas Eve in Iglaak, Alaska, a mysterious traveler (Steven Yeun) wishes to be pardoned by
Captain Lane Pendleton (Greg Kinnear). Marika Sila guest stars.

The Umbrella Academy
The White Violin
February 15, 2019
As a lifetime of secrets and resentment bring the Umbrella Academy crashing down, the Hargreeves
siblings realize the worst is still to come.
UnREAL
Sudden Death
July 16, 2018
In the EXPLOSIVE finale, Quinn and Rachel face off as they fight to create a fantastic Everlasting finale
while dealing with their own devastating personal problems.
Victoria (MASTERPIECE)
Episode One: Uneasy Lies The Head That Wears The Crown
January 13, 2019
It is 1848, revolution is breaking out across Europe. In Britain, one woman stands between order and
chaos: Queen Victoria. Jenna Coleman (Doctor Who) stars as the young but fearless monarch, facing a
crisis that threatens to end her reign. Pressure builds on Victoria with new arrivals at the Palace.
Vikings
Ragnarok
January 30, 2019
A new battle for Kattegat is on and only the gods know who will emerge victorious.
The Village
I Have Got You
May 21, 2019
The Village family shows up for one another during a time of need. An unexpected event brings Katie,
Sarah, and Nick back together. Patricia puts her life on the line. Enzo enlists Gabe to pull off a grand
gesture. Ben faces his future and his past.
The Village
Pilot
March 19, 2019
Despite differences in age, race, and culture, residents of this uniquely bonded Brooklyn building
support one another through victory and defeat, thus proving life’s challenges are better faced
alongside family, even if it’s the one you make wherever you find it.
The Walking Dead
Scars
March 17, 2019
An outsider's arrival forces Alexandria to rehash devastating old wounds. Eye-opening secrets from the
past are revealed.

The Walking Dead
What Comes After
November 04, 2018
Rick is forced to face the past as he struggles to maintain the safety of the communities and protect the
future he and Carl envisioned.
Wanderlust
Episode 5
October 19, 2018
With help from her therapist, Joy works to unravel strands of grief from the past that continue to affect
her in the present.
Warrior
The Itchy Onion
April 05, 2019
Series premiere. In 1878, newly arrived immigrant Ah Sahm arrives in San Francisco and joins
Chinatown’s most ruthless tong, the Hop Wei.
White Dragon
White Dragon
February 08, 2019
The one question Jonah never thought he’d answer is finally resolved: did his marriage to Megan ever
amount to anything more than a lie? And is the truth enough to lay his grief to rest?
Yellowstone
Daybreak
June 20, 2018
John Dutton is the patriarch of a Montana ranching family, and owner of the largest ranch in the U.S.
This is the story of Dutton’s fight to defend his land and his family from the modern-day forces that
threaten his way of life.
You
Pilot
September 09, 2018
In a subversive look at gender dynamics through the lens of a classic romantic comedy, a "nice guy"
meets an intriguing woman at his New York bookstore. He pursues her-- using the modern tools at his
disposal. Quickly, he crosses the line from interested, romantic guy to full-on stalker.

End of Category

Outstanding Writing For A Limited Series, Movie Or Dramatic Special
The Act
Free
May 01, 2019
Gypsy fights for her life by defending her actions, while Mel & Lacey realize that behind closed doors
things were not always as they seemed.
Agatha Christie's ABC Murders
February 01, 2019 - February 01, 2019
Hercule Poirot receives letters threatening murder. The sender signs themselves only as “A.B.C.” When
he takes the letters to the police looking for help, Hercule finds all his old friends have moved on. But
soon there is a murder and the once-great detective must take matters into his own hands.
Agatha Raisin And The Curious Curate
January 28, 2019
Agatha Raisin and the Curious Curate: The arrival of a handsome new curate causes a stir in the village,
but when murder strikes, one of Agatha's friends becomes the prime suspect. As she works to clear her
friend's name, Agatha's love life gets in the way of her investigation.
Amor Vincit Omnia (Sense8)
June 08, 2018
Passions run high as the Sensates and their closest allies fight to save the cluster and stop their
enemies for good.
The Bad Seed
September 09, 2018
A re-imagination of the iconic 1956 psychological horror film, The Bad Seed. Rob Lowe stars as a single
father who is forced to question the innocence of his daughter Emma when a terrible tragedy takes
place.
Bandersnatch (Black Mirror)
December 28, 2018
In 1984, a young programmer begins to question reality as he adapts a dark fantasy novel into a video
game. A mind-bending tale with multiple endings.
Black Earth Rising
January 25, 2019 - January 25, 2019
Adopted by a human rights attorney after the Rwandan genocide, legal investigator Kate Ashby
confronts her past when she takes on war crimes cases.

Brexit
January 19, 2019
Benedict Cumberbatch stars as the director of the ‘Vote Leave’ campaign for the Brexit referendum. A
referendum which caused a political earthquake, laying waste to the normally stable British
establishment, and laid the groundwork for tactics that proved vital to the year’s other political
earthquake: the election of Donald Trump.
Castle Rock
The Queen
July 25, 2018
Memories haunt Ruth Deaver.
Catch-22
May 17, 2019 - May 17, 2019
Yossarian, an Air Force bombardier in World War II, is furious because thousands of people he's never
met are trying to kill him. But his real problem is not the enemy, but his own army, which keeps
increasing the number of missions the men must fly to complete their service.
Chernobyl
May 06, 2019 - May 31, 2019
Chernobyl dramatizes the true story of one of the worst man-made catastrophes in history: the 1986
explosion at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in the USSR. The series tells of the heroes who suffered
and sacrificed to save Europe from unimaginable devastation.
Deadwood
May 31, 2019
In the Deadwood film, the indelible characters of the series are reunited after ten years to celebrate
South Dakota’s statehood. Former rivalries are reignited, alliances are tested and old wounds are
reopened, as all are left to navigate the inevitable changes that modernity and time have wrought.
Dirty John
Remember It Was Me
December 09, 2018
Debra discovers John’s criminal record. In the past, John starts his first family.
The Emperor's Newest Clothes
November 15, 2018
Hans Christian Andersen’s classic tale gets a colorful, music-filled makeover in this whimsical animated
family special, featuring the voices of Alan Alda, Jeff Daniels, Alison Pill, John Early and Tim Heidecker.
End Of The Line (The Romanoffs)
November 16, 2018
On a trip abroad to pursue their legacy, a couple faces destruction.

Escape At Dannemora
Episode 6
December 23, 2018 - December 30, 2018
In a deep dive into the minds of these individuals, we finally see what Matt and Sweat are capable of
outside the prison walls. Tilly’s natural instincts aren’t much better.
Escape At Dannemora
Episode 7
December 30, 2018 - December 30, 2018
Matt and Sweat run for their lives as the tension between them is pushed to the extreme. Tilly gets out
of the hospital and does her best to evade the authorities. But as the law closes in, all three are
confronted with hard truths about who they really are.
Escaping The Madhouse: The Nellie Bly Story
January 19, 2019
On a mission to expose the deplorable conditions and mistreatment of patients at the Women’s Lunatic
Asylum, investigative reporter Nellie Bly feigns mental illness in order to be institutionalized to report
from the inside.
Expectation (The Romanoffs)
October 26, 2018
Over a single day in New York City a woman is confronted with every lie she ever told.
Fosse/Verdon
Providence
May 28, 2019
In the series finale Gwen looks ahead to an uncertain future, as Bob tells the story of his life on film.
Good Omens
May 31, 2019 - May 31, 2019
Aziraphale and Crowley, of Heaven and Hell respectively, have grown rather fond of the Earth. So it’s
terrible news that it’s about to end. The Four Horsemen are ready to ride. Everything is going according
to the Divine Plan…except that someone seems to have misplaced the Antichrist.
The Haunting Of Hill House
The Bent-Neck Lady
October 12, 2018
A dark specter with an unsettling silhouette has haunted Nell since she was a girl. Now "the Bent-Neck
Lady" is back -- and she's calling Nell home.
The Haunting Of Hill House
Two Storms
October 12, 2018
It's a reunion for all the wrong reasons when Hugh flies in for the funeral, coming face to face with his
estranged children on a dark, stormy night.

The Hot Zone
Arrival
May 27, 2019
Lt. Col. Nancy Jaax (Julianna Marguiles) holds a dangerous job, handling the world’s deadliest viruses.
After testing a sample from a monkey research facility near Washington, D.C., Jaax fears the worst.
When a breach in the lab causes the samples to be lost, it’s Jaax’s instincts against the world.
House Of Special Purpose (The Romanoffs)
October 19, 2018
A movie star and a director go head to head in a battle over what is real.
I Am Somebody's Child: The Regina Louise Story
April 20, 2019
The journey of a young African American girl who navigates the broken foster care system and the
woman, Jeanne, who believes in her. After Jeanne’s unsuccessful attempt to adopt Regina due to a
racially motivated ruling, their bond is forced apart but 25 years later, they are reunited.
I Am The Night
Pilot
January 28, 2019
Fauna Hodel (India Eisley), a naïve young girl growing up outside of Reno, Nevada, embarks on a
desperate quest to discover who she is. In Los Angeles, Jay Singletary (Chris Pine), a former Marine
turned hack reporter covers a gruesome murder.
Icebox
December 07, 2018
Fleeing gang violence, twelve-year-old Óscar leaves Honduras in search of his uncle in the United States.
Óscar is apprehended by Border Patrol and placed in a processing center for migrant children. Trapped
inside the “icebox” and a rigid immigration system, Óscar struggles for a chance at childhood.
Les Misérables (MASTERPIECE)
April 14, 2019 - May 19, 2019
Victor Hugo’s masterpiece comes to television in a star-studded adaptation. An extraordinary cast of
characters struggle to survive in war-torn France in this epic story of love, injustice, redemption and
hope, starring Dominic West as Jean Valjean, David Oyelowo as Javert and Lily Collins as Fantine.
The Little Drummer Girl
Part 2
November 20, 2018
The Little Drummer Girl weaves a story of espionage and international intrigue; of love and betrayal.
Actress Charlie meets an intriguing stranger while vacationing in Greece, but it becomes apparent his
intentions are far from romantic. An Israeli intelligence officer, he entangles her in a complex, high
stakes spy plot.

London Kills
The Politician's Son
February 25, 2019
DC Rob Brady and Trainee Billie Fitzgerald respond to a gruesome scene: a man found stabbed and left
hanging from a tree. DS Vivienne Cole expects to lead the investigation but is shocked when DI David
Bradford takes over, having been on leave since the disappearance of his wife.
Love You To Death
January 26, 2019
Love You to Death is the shocking tale of a mother and daughter whose tumultuous relationship ends in
murder. Camile seems the perfect mother to the sickly, wheelchair-bound and Esme until Camile is
found stabbed to death in her home, and Esme has vanished.
Maniac
Utangatta
September 21, 2018
Owen and Annie meet again as a disgraced Icelandic spy and a CIA operative who helps him. Greta
implores James to shut down the trial.
The Miniaturist (MASTERPIECE)
September 09, 2018 - September 23, 2018
1686 Amsterdam: Anya Taylor-Joy (The Witch) and Romola Garai star in the adaptation of the bestselling novel. A young woman is married off to a wealthy merchant. His wedding gift is a replica of their
home, which she must furnish. But when its miniature contents arrive, they reveal dark secrets.
Miracle Workers
2 Weeks
February 12, 2019
Frustrated with the mess that earth's become, God (Steve Buscemi) contemplates the end while two
determined Angels (Daniel Radcliffe and Geraldine Viswanathan) try to change his mind.
Mrs Wilson (MASTERPIECE)
March 31, 2019 - April 07, 2019
Ruth Wilson (The Affair, Luther) stars as her grandmother Alison in this miniseries based on the true
story of Alison’s marriage to MI-6 operative and spy novelist Alexander Wilson. Fact and fiction merge in
Alec’s life, he deceives wives, children, and colleagues. Also starring Iain Glen, Keeley Hawes, Fiona
Shaw.
My Dinner With Hervé
October 20, 2018
Inspired by real events, My Dinner With Hervé explores an unlikely friendship that evolves over one wild
night in L.A. between struggling journalist Danny Tate (Jamie Dornan) and actor Hervé Villachaize
(Peter Dinklage), the Fantasy Island star who took his own life only days after his interview.

Native Son
April 06, 2019
Bigger Thomas, a young African-American living in Chicago who is hired as a chauffeur for affluentbusinessman Will Dalton enters a seductive new world of money and power — including a precarious
relationship with Dalton’s daughter, Mary— facing unforeseen choices and perilous circumstances that
alter the course of his life forever.
O.G.
February 23, 2019
Filmed in a maximum-security prison, Louis is a retired leader of a prison gang, now in the final weeks
of a 24-year sentence. His impending release is upended when he takes new arrival Beecher under his
wing, and Louis finds his freedom hanging in the balance.
The One That Holds Everything (The Romanoffs)
November 22, 2018
In a story that circles the globe, a man tries to escape a family curse.
The Red Line
One Day We Will Be More Than A Body
May 12, 2019
Daniel, reeling over disturbing information he discovered about Harrison, seeks comfort from his
colleague – and Jira’s teacher – Liam Bhatt. Also, Jira causes waves when she speaks up in defense of
Tia during Tia’s debate with incumbent Alderman Nathan Gordon (Glynn Turman).
The Red Line
This Victory Alone Is Not The Change We Seek
May 19, 2019
In the finale of The Red Line, Chicago sees some justice for the murder of Harrison Brennan, as well as
for the three families drawn together by his death - throwing them all into unexpected new beginnings.
The Red Line
We Turn Up This Music Louder Than A Mother's Cry
May 12, 2019
The lives of three Chicago families continue to intersect in the wake of a fatal police shooting. Jira
Calder-Brennan enlists support from her dad and her birth mother to organize a school walk-out, which
soon turns violent. Meanwhile, Officer Paul Evans searches for absolution while planning his father's
wake.
Sacred Lies
Chapter One: The Handless Maiden (Pilot)
July 27, 2018
In the pilot episode, after a cult in Montana mysteriously burns to the ground, Minnow Bly emerges from
the woods. A violent encounter results in her being sent to juvenile detention, where her only hope for
release comes from a forensic psychologist who offers freedom in exchange for her secrets.

Sacred Lies
Chapter Seven: Phantom Pain
August 24, 2018
Minnow searches for a new belief system that can answer the questions that burn inside her and finally
reveals the heartbreaking truth of how she lost her hands.
Sacred Lies
Chapter Ten: Subject Minnow Bly
September 14, 2018
As the murder investigation comes to a head, Minnow faces her parole hearing and learns her fate,
telling Dr. Wilson the end of her story –– how the Prophet died and what really happened to her sister.
Sharp Objects
Milk
August 26, 2018
Finale. Concerned for the safety of Amma, Camille puts her own life in jeopardy as she gets closer to the
truth behind the shocking mysteries surrounding it.
The Spanish Princess
Destiny
May 31, 2019
The fate of England hangs in the balance when the Tudor family is rocked by tragedy. Catherine risks
everything to find out if Harry still loves her.
Tell Me A Story
Hope
October 31, 2018
Classic fairytales converge in modern-day New York City with a subversive tale of love, loss, greed,
revenge and murder. Troubled teen Kayla tries to make a fresh start at grandmother's house. Estranged
siblings Gabe and Hannah reunite under extreme circumstances. Jordan and Beth can't see eye-to-eye
on their future together.
True Detective
If You Have Ghosts
February 03, 2019
Wayne finds himself in a no-win situation as new clues emerge in the Purcell case. Roland wrestles with
how to keep evidence secure as lawyers demand a new investigation. Amelia finds her relationship with
Wayne imperiled by her writing aspirations and his jealousy.
Valley Of The Boom
Part 2: Pseudocode
January 13, 2019 - January 27, 2019
Microsoft hits Netscape hard, TheGlobe.com prepares for an IPO and Michael Fenne (Steve Zahn) grows
erratic as Pixelon prepares for its iBash event.

Vanity Fair
December 21, 2018
In a world where everyone is striving for what is not worth having, no one is more determined to climb
to the heights of English Society than Miss Rebecca Sharp.
A Very English Scandal
June 29, 2018 - June 29, 2018
A true story. Jeremy Thorpe, the leader of the British Liberal party, has a secret he's desperate to hide.
His ex-lover Norman Scott is putting Thorpe's brilliant political career at risk so Thorpe schemes and
deceives until he realizes there's only one way to silence Scott for good.
Victoria Gotti: My Father's Daughter
February 09, 2019
The movie takes us deep into what it was like to grow up as the daughter of mob boss John Gotti,
revealing the glamour, glitz and unique hardships of Victoria’s world.
The Violet Hour (The Romanoffs)
October 12, 2018
Set in Paris, an ancestral home holds the key to a family's future.
What / If
Pilot
May 24, 2019
Putting their trust on the line, a couple considers a proposal from a notorious investor: a night with
Sean in exchange for funding Lisa's startup.
When They See Us
Part Four
May 31, 2019
At age 16, Korey begins a brutal journey through the adult prison system. A shocking turn of events
reveals the truth of the crime, long ignored.
The Widow
Nigel
March 01, 2019
Blindsided by the revelations about Will, Georgia returns to Kinshasa. But before she can right the
wrongs of the past, she must contend with those determined to stop her from exposing the truth.

End of Category

Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series
At Home With Amy Sedaris
The Break With Michelle Wolf
Comedians Of The World
CONAN
The Daily Show With Trevor Noah
The Degenerates
Desus & Mero
Documentary Now!
Full Frontal With Samantha Bee
Historical Roasts
I Love You, America With Sarah Silverman
I Think You Should Leave With Tim Robinson
The Jim Jefferies Show
Jimmy Kimmel Live!
The Joel McHale Show With Joel McHale
Last Call With Carson Daly
Last Week Tonight With John Oliver
The Late Late Show With James Corden
Late Night With Seth Meyers
The Late Show With Stephen Colbert
The New Negroes With Baron Vaughn And Open Mike Eagle
Norm Macdonald Has A Show

Patriot Act With Hasan Minhaj
Random Acts Of Flyness
Real Time With Bill Maher
Redacted Tonight
Saturday Night Live
The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Tosh.0
Tracey Ullman's Show
Who is America?

End of Category

Outstanding Writing For A Variety Special
Adam Sandler: 100% Fresh
October 23, 2018
From "Heroes" to "Ice Cream Ladies" -- Adam Sandler's comedy special hits you with new songs and
jokes in an unexpected, groundbreaking way.
AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute To George Clooney
June 21, 2018
An American film tradition continues as George Clooney receives the 46th AFI Life Achievement Award.
Art, politics and family are celebrated by special guests including Bill Murray, Amal Clooney, Julia
Roberts, Cate Blanchett, Courtney Cox & Jennifer Aniston, Don Cheadle and Miley Cyrus' bluegrass
performance of “Man of Constant Sorrow.”
Amanda Seales: I Be Knowin'
January 26, 2019
Comedian/actor Amanda Seales, stars in her first stand-up comedy special, taped in front of a live
audience at the Edison Ballroom in New York City.
Amy Schumer Growing
March 19, 2019
Amy Schumer spills on her new marriage, personal growth, making a baby and her mom's misguided
advice in a special that's both raunchy and sincere.
Anthony Jeselnik: Fire In The Maternity Ward
April 30, 2019
Forging his own comedic boundaries, Anthony Jeselnik revels in getting away with saying things others
can't in this stand-up special shot in New York.
Bert Kreischer: Secret Time
August 24, 2018
Shirtless comic Bert Kreischer relays personal secrets and stories about being a cool -- if not always
responsible -- dad in this stand-up special.
Bill Maher: Live From Oklahoma
July 07, 2018
Over the course of this hour-long special, Maher takes on some of his favorite subjects, including legal
weed, free speech, immigration and DACA, Republican and Democratic hypocrisies, and the daily stream
of controversy surrounding the current Administration.
bublé!
March 20, 2019
Multi-Grammy Award-winning artist Michael Bublé returns with “bublé!,” his seventh music special. The
primetime special – his most personal to date – takes the audience on a musical journey through his
extraordinary career and features six songs from his new album, “love” ❤.

Bumping Mics With Jeff Ross & Dave Attell (Friday)
November 27, 2018
Jeff and Dave hit up the Comedy Cellar to rag on each other's appearances, roast the recently deceased
and rant about the effects of eating hummus.
Carpool Karaoke: When Corden Met McCartney Live From Liverpool
August 20, 2018
Sir Paul McCartney takes James Corden on a tour of Liverpool, where they visit McCartney’s childhood
home, mingle with folks along Penny Lane, and cap the day off with an intimate performance at a pub.
Includes never before seen footage and accounts from fans who interacted with them that day.
Christmas In Rockefeller Center
November 28, 2018
Kick off the holidays with the lighting of the iconic tree in the heart of New York City on the 86th annual
"Christmas in Rockefeller Center."
Comedy Central Roast Of Bruce Willis
July 29, 2018
Roast Master Joseph Gordon-Levitt and a dais including Edward Norton, Nikki Glaser, Lil Rel Howery, Jeff
Ross and more spend a night taking action legend Bruce Willis down a peg.
Conan Without Borders: Japan
November 28, 2018
Conan visits Japan, where he masters Japanese etiquette, discovers the joys of renting a Japanese
family, explores “kawaii” fashion, replies in person to a fan’s wedding invitation, shares a kaiseki dinner
with his nemesis Jordan Schlansky, and visits Conan Town to collect three trillion yen for “stealing” his
name.
D.L. Hughley: Contrarian
September 18, 2018
D.L. Hughley riffs on hot-button political issues, celebrity scandals, his mother's tough love and more in
a rapid-fire stand-up show in Philadelphia.
Dad Chaniels
March 25, 2019
In his sixth stand up release, Minnesotan Chad Daniels delivers a brand new hour of comedy of his
unapologetic take on parenting teenagers, how America's gone soft as a nation, his plans for growing
old, and...cake.
Daniel Sloss: Live Shows (Jigsaw)
September 11, 2018
Sloss tackles dad jokes, vegans, parenting, puzzling relationship patterns and the thankless task of
gravesite maintenance in this love-themed special.

Demetri Martin: The Overthinker
August 10, 2018
With his signature one-liners and drawings, Demetri Martin muses on doughnut holes, dogs, sports
bars, the alphabet's most aggressive letters and more.
Drew Michael
August 25, 2018
Drew Michael stars in this special, which follows the comedian as he navigates his fears, anxieties and
insecurities in an unconventional stand-up setting. Michael’s darkly comic, stream-of-consciousness
monologue raises questions of identity, narrative, self-awareness and the limits of the medium itself.
Ellen DeGeneres: Relatable
December 18, 2018
In her first special since 2003, Ellen revisits her road to stardom and details the heartfelt -- and
hilarious -- lessons she's learned along the way.
Flight Of The Conchords: Live In London
October 06, 2018
New Zealand music-comedy savants Bret McKenzie and Jemaine Clement return with an all-new special
taped before a live audience at the Eventim Apollo in London that showcases the duo’s unique ability to
mix irreverent humor with clever original songs, performed on guitar, piano and other instruments.
Full Frontal Presents: Not The White House Correspondents' Dinner
April 27, 2019
Full Frontal Presents: Not The White House Correspondents' Dinner... again! Samantha Bee and an allstar cast deliver a night dedicated to celebrating our nation's free press, asserting the importance of
the first amendment, and giving the president the roast he deserves.
Gabriel "Fluffy" Iglesias: One Show Fits All
January 29, 2019
Gabriel "Fluffy" Iglesias discusses his teenage son and encounters with Snoop Dogg, Chris Rock and
Vicente Fernández in this stand-up special for 2019.
Goatface
November 27, 2018
Comedians Hasan Minhaj, Asif Ali, Aristotle Athiras and Fahim Anwar perform a series of sketches as the
comedy quartet known as 'Goatface.'
The 76th Annual Golden Globe Awards
January 06, 2019
The 76th Annual Golden Globe Awards was hosted by Sandra Oh and Andy Samberg, honored the best in
television and motion pictures. Honorees: Jeff Bridges, the Cecil B. DeMille Award recipient for career
achievement and Carol Burnett, who received inaugural Golden Globe Award for highest level of
achievement in Television.

Hannah Gadsby: Nanette
June 19, 2018
Australian comic Hannah Gadsby reshapes standard stand-up by pairing punchlines with personal
revelations on gender, sexuality and childhood turmoil.
Homecoming: A Film By Beyoncé
April 17, 2019
This intimate, in-depth look at Beyoncé's celebrated 2018 Coachella performance reveals the emotional
road from creative concept to cultural movement.
Howie Mandel Presents Howie Mandel At The Howie Mandel Comedy Club
January 18, 2019
In Howie Mandel Presents Howie Mandel At The Howie Mandel Comedy Club, Mandel’s buoyant presence
embraces the old and welcomes the new with his return to the comedy special arena at the club that
bears his name.
Iliza Shlesinger: Elder Millennial
July 24, 2018
Newly engaged comic Iliza Shlesinger dives into undeniable truths about life at age 35, the insanity of
the road traveled and what's to come.
Jim Gaffigan: Noble Ape
July 13, 2018
Jim Gaffigan has made a career out of finding the extraordinary in the ordinary with his hilarious
observational style. In his 6th special, he uses humor to deal with the unthinkable & proves that
laughter is the best medicine…or is it?
Jim Jefferies: This Is Me Now
July 13, 2018
The gleefully irreverent Jefferies skewers "grabby" celebrities, political hypocrisy and his own ill-advised
career moves in a brash stand-up special.
Jimmy Carr: The Best Of Ultimate Gold Greatest Hits
March 12, 2019
Nothing is off limits as Jimmy Carr serves up the most outrageous jokes from his stand-up career in a
special that's not for the faint of heart.
Jimmy Kimmel Live! - Intermission Accomplished: A Halftime Tribute To Trump
January 21, 2019
Jimmy celebrates a man far too humble to celebrate himself, President Donald J. Trump. With special
guests, we look at Trump's incredible life, give a furloughed government worker a job during the
shutdown, and we honor our Commander-in-Chief with a musical salute.

Joe Rogan: Strange Times
October 02, 2018
Outspoken as ever, comedian Joe Rogan takes on current culture, pro wrestling, pot laws, cats, vegans
and more in a stand-up special shot in Boston.
John Leguizamo's Latin History For Morons
November 05, 2018
In this one-man Broadway show, John Leguizamo finds humor and heartbreak as he traces 3,000 years
of Latin history in an effort to help his bullied son.
Ken Jeong: You Complete Me, Ho
February 14, 2019
In his first-ever stand-up special, Ken Jeong pays tribute to his wife and shares stories about Hollywood
and how "The Hangover" saved his life.
The Kennedy Center Honors
December 26, 2018
Hosted by Gloria Estefan, the 41st Honors celebrated the artistic achievements of Cher, Philip Glass,
Reba McEntire, Wayne Shorter and the co-creators “Hamilton” – Lin-Manuel Miranda, Thomas Kail, Andy
Blankenbuehler and Alex Lacamoire. Spoken tributes were performed by Paul Simon, Whoopi Goldberg,
Amanda Seyfried, Anthony Ramos, Angelique Kidjo, and more.
Kevin Hart: Irresponsible
April 02, 2019
As a father of three on his second marriage, Kevin Hart proves that being him is indeed a tall order in a
fresh special inspired by his own mistakes.
Loudon Wainwright III: Surviving Twin
November 13, 2018
Singer Loudon Wainwright III reflects upon his unique relationship with his father in an evening of
original songs and heartfelt stories.
Macy's 4th Of July Fireworks Spectacular
July 04, 2018
Celebrate Independence Day in style with the annual broadcast of “Macy’s 4th of July Fireworks
Spectacular”. The broadcast features some of the biggest names in music as the nation counts down to
the 41st annual firework display over the East River.
Mark Twain Prize For American Humor
November 19, 2018
The 2018 Kennedy Center Mark Twain Prize is a two hour comedy variety special that recognizes Julia
Louis Dreyfus’ lasting impact on humor in America. The show features the biggest names in comedy
telling the story of Julia’s life and career through jokes, skits, stories, music and dance.

Mo Amer: The Vagabond
October 08, 2018
Arab-American comedian Mo Amer recounts his life as a refugee comic, from traveling with the name
Mohammed to his long path to citizenship.
My Dad Wrote A Porno
May 11, 2019
My Dad Wrote A Porno brings the podcast to television. Jamie, James and Alice share a lost Belinda
Blinked chapter with a live audience at The Roundhouse in London.
Nate Bargatze: The Tennessee Kid
March 26, 2019
Comic Nate Bargatze touches on air travel, cheap weddings, college football, chocolate milk and the
perils of ordering coffee in this stand-up special.
NBC's New Year's Eve
December 31, 2018
New Year’s Eve as Carson Daly and Chrissy Teigen host live from Times Square in New York with Leslie
Jones.
The Oscars
February 24, 2019
Featuring 24 awards from sound editing to best picture, the show honors actors and filmmakers.
Pete Holmes: Dirty Clean
December 15, 2018
Crashing star, Pete Holmes, stars in his special at the Aladdin Theatre in Portland, Oregon. In it, Holmes
confronts personal truths about the mechanisms of consciousness, the afterlife and Elon Musk, as well
as sharing a few thoughts on being a new dad.
A President Show Documentary: The Fall Of Donald Trump
October 22, 2018
A President Show Documentary: The Fall Of Donald Trump is a fully scripted half-hour special taking
place in the not-so-distant future looking back on the convulsive final days of the Trump administration
and The President’s mysterious disappearance.
Ray Romano: Right Here, Around The Corner
February 05, 2019
Ray Romano cut his stand-up teeth at the Comedy Cellar in New York. Now, in his first comedy special in
23 years, he returns to where it all began.

The Red Nose Day Special
May 23, 2019
The fifth annual "Red Nose Day" special showcases a night of music, comedy and Hollywood's biggest
names, including performances, sketches and the highly anticipated short film "One Red Nose Day and a
Wedding." The special is filled with can't miss fun while raising funds to help end child poverty.
Ron Funches: Giggle Fit
January 04, 2019
The charming and lovable actor/comedian Ron Funches' first ever Comedy Central 1 hour stand up
special features his unique take on optimism, fatherhood, autism, conspiracy theories, weight loss,
reality television and so much more.
Ron White: If You Quit Listening, I'll Shut Up
October 16, 2018
Ron "Tater Salad" White dishes out his signature brand of cynicism, riffing on sex, celebrity and the
sinister habits of wild geese.
Russell Brand: RE:BIRTH
December 04, 2018
Russell Brand gets loquacious in London as he ruminates on the state of the world and marvels over
how his life changed the moment he became a father.
Sebastian Maniscalco: Stay Hungry
January 15, 2019
Sebastian Maniscalco brings an acerbically unique approach to peacocks on planes, life hacks, rich inlaws and life's annoyances in this comedy special.
Stand Up And Away! With Brian Regan
December 24, 2018
Brian delves into overdone movie scenes, sitting too close to other people at restaurants and being the
guy who flew to the moon but didn't walk on it.
Still LAUGH-IN: The Stars Celebrate
May 14, 2019
The stars come out for this special tribute to Laugh-In, the revolutionary sketch comedy show of the
1960s and '70s.
Telethon For America
November 05, 2018
Non-Partisan comedy event that re-invented the telethon. Instead of money we took pledges from
viewers to vote in the midterm elections, and form voting squads to bring out their friends. Goal was to
help create historic turnout, which was achieved. 95 celebrities, a million viewers, record turnout among
youth.

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon Desde Puerto Rico
January 15, 2019
The Tonight Show left New York City and Studio 6B and aired a special episode of all remote pieces from
Puerto Rico - a love letter to the island and its people - as a way to both celebrate Puerto Rico's music,
food, and culture and help boost tourism.
72nd Annual Tony Awards (2018)
June 10, 2018
Hosted by Sara Bareilles and Josh Groban, the 72nd Tony Awards opened with a special material original
song and honored the 2017-2018 Broadway season with dramatic presentations, comedy bits, 13
musical numbers and a special performance by members of the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
Drama Department of Parkland, Florida.
Trevor Noah: Son Of Patricia
November 20, 2018
Daily Show host Trevor Noah touches on tacos, runaway snakes, camping, racism immunity and lessons
he learned from his mother in this comedy special.
2 Dope Queens: Fashion
February 08, 2019
Phoebe Robinson and Jessica Williams, from the podcast 2 Dope Queens, host an hour comedy special
with three stand-up comedy guests and special guest Lupita Nyong'o.
Vir Das: Losing It
December 11, 2018
The world's got a lot of problems, but Vir Das has a lot of answers as he discusses travel, religion, his
childhood and more in this stand-up special.
W. Kamau Bell: Private School Negro
June 26, 2018
Comedian W. Kamau Bell muses on parenting in the Trump era, "free speech" dustups, woke children's
TV and his fear of going off the grid.
Wanda Sykes: Not Normal
May 21, 2019
Wanda Sykes tackles politics, reality TV, racism and the secret she'd take to the grave in this rollicking,
no-holds-barred stand-up special.
When You Wish Upon A Pickle: A Sesame Street Special
November 10, 2018
What if your every wish could come true? When a mysterious wish pickle machine starts granting
wishes, Elmo and the gang have a very “Funny Day” (sweeping the clouds away...) on Sesame Street.
With special guest stars Amanda Seyfried and Blake Lively.

Yes, It's Really Us Singing: The Crazy Ex-Girlfriend Concert Special!
April 05, 2019
In this concert special, Rachel Bloom and the cast of the critically acclaimed series will perform live
versions of fan-favorite songs along with incredible staging, multimedia visuals and a live band and
orchestra.

End of Category

